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Heritage  
Overall, the parish has 72 listed buildings, monuments and 
other structures considered to be of at least special historical 
or architectural interest.  Apart from the grade one listed St 
Hilary Church denoting a building of exceptional historical 
interest there are four buildings graded as Grade II* denoting 
them to be of more than special interest.   
 
These are: Tregembo Farmhouse, (mid-seventeenth century); 
Ennys Farmhouse (seventeenth century or earlier); Porth-En-
Alls House and Porth-En-Alls Lodge (both early twentieth 
century).   
 
Some 32 dwellings are listed which is nearly 10% of the total 
for the Parish (about 1% for England), indicating the historical 
value of St Hilary Parish.  Relubbus and St Hilary Churchtown 
are also designated as conservation areas.   
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There are a number of mining relics reflecting 
St Hilary’s past as a major mining area for tin 
and copper up until the late nineteenth century 
and much of the northern part of the parish is 
part of the West Cornwall Mining World 
Heritage Site.   
 
The current World Heritage Site Management 
Plan 2013-18 (WHS MP) provides a Statement 
of Outstanding Universal Value (OUV) for the 
Tregonning and Gwinear Mining Districts with 
Trewavas Area (provided in Appendix A5).  As 
the mining industry declined in the nineteenth 
century many of St Hilary’s miners moved to 
other parts of Britain or emigrated giving the 
parish a global connection.   
 
Census data for the nineteenth century show 
sharp fluctuations in population sizes for the 
parish reflecting the highly cyclical fortunes of 
the mining industry.   
 
The map below taken from Cornwall Council 

Interactive Mapping  shows the Engine Houses 

(red dots) and Mines (yellow dots) dotted 

about the parish. The majority of these lie 

within the WHS however some lie outside of 

the WHS to the west and also some just to the 

south in the AONB. 

The mining website mindat.org also identifies a 

number of mine sites within the parish (grey 

dots). 
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Mines Engine Houses

Penberthy Crofts Penberthy Crofts

Treveneague

Wheal Fancy

Wheal Prosper
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Wheal Dower Eastern

Wheal Park

Wheal Jew

Leeds Wheal Leeds

South Great Work South Great Work

Georgia Wheal Georgia

Source: Cornwall Council Interactive Maps

MInes

Trevarthian Downs Mine

Ennys Wheal Virgin
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Wheal Friendship

Retallack Mine

Croft Gothal Mine

Halamanning Mine

Source: mindat.org
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Besides the designated listed buildings and 
structures in the parish there are also two 
scheduled monument sites ( Tregurtha Downs 
Mining Complex and crosses and ways in the St 
Hilary churchyard see below) and a great many 
non-designated archaeological and historic sites 
including pre-historic, Romano-British and 
medieval sites as shown on this map and listed in  
Table 3b.2. These are an important part of the 
historical landscape and assets of the Parish and 
would need to be conserved and protected from 
harm wherever possible from the impact of any 
new development.   
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Listed Buildings and Structures in the north of the parish  
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Listed Buildings and Structures in the south of the parish 
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Table 3b.1  Listed Structures in the Parish of St. Hilary 
1 x Grade I, 4 x Grade II*, 67 x Grade II 

———————————————————————————————————————- 
Relubbus area. 
II Barn at Approximately 60 Metres South East of Tregembo Farmhouse 
Relubbus, St. Hilary, Cornwall, TR20 
Bank barn. Circa early C19. Painted rubble walls with some granite lintels. Grouted scantle slate Roof with gable 
ends. 
Plan: rectangular plan, built into the bank at the rear with first floor doorway, 2 ground floor doorways at the front. 
Exterior : 2 storeys. South front has wide central doorway (for waggon) narrower doorway (partly blocked), left, 
and small blocked window opening, right. First floor pitching and winnowing openings towards left (now window) 
and small ventilator (now with window) over main doorway. Ground floor slopes down towards main doorway. 
Interior not inspected. 
An interesting building type forming part of a group of farm buildings ranged around a rectangular farmyard 
relating to Tregembo Farmhouse, qv. 
 

II Bramble Cottage 
Relubbus, St. Hilary, Cornwall, TR20 
Farmhouse, now house. Circa early C18, possibly older. Painted granite rubble walls with some cob. Steep 
bitumen grouted scantle slate roof with brick chimney over the gable end facing the road (south east) and an 
external rubble stack with chimney removed at the other gable end. 
Plan: 2 rooms with through passage between, probably hall, left, with stair turret behind and parlour, right, built 
over lower ground and with possibly originally pantry behind. 
Exterior : 2 storeys. South west front mostly obscured by South Hill Cottage qv., right. Originally a 2 or 3 window 
nearly symmetrical front, now has ground and first floor windows at left. The rear is little altered with small window 
openings. 
Interior not inspected. 
 

II Bridge and Village Pump at Sw565319 
Relubbus, St. Hilary, Cornwall, TR20 
Bridge over culvert leading from spring and village pump over the spring. Circa early C19 bridge circa late C19 
Bamfords universal pump. Granite rubble and dressed granite. 
Cast-iron pump. 
Low parapet on either side of the road. The north parapet has curtailed-on-plan west end with a platform of 
similar shape on which the iron pump is fastened. Cambered copings to the parapet. The pump is complete, with 
shaped handle and fluted decoration to the barrel, spout and dome. Beside the pump is an iron bucket stand 
with an iron grid. 
 

II Bridge at Sw 566319 
Relubbus, St. Hilary, Cornwall, TR20 
Road bridge over the River Hayle. Circa late C18 or early C19, widened circa early C19. Granite rubble with 
dressed granite lintels and cambered copings. The south parapet is granite ashlar with square-on-plan granite 
piers with squat pyramidal caps. Iron cramps linking the older parapet copings. 2-span bridge with wider and 
taller span (west) over the main channel and a smaller flood tunnel (east). The north side of the bridge is 
unaltered and the parapet widens out to the road at either end. 
 
Cartshed and Piggery at Approximately 40 Metres South of Tregembo Farmhouse 
Relubbus, St. Hilary, Cornwall, TR20 
Cartshed and piggery (now stables). Circa early-mid C19. Painted rubble, walls with roughly-hewn granite 
monoliths carrying the open front of the cartshed part. Grouted scantle slate roof with gable ends, sweeping 
lower at the rear. 
Plan: double depth plan with 2-pen piggery, left, 3-bay cartshed, right, with range of pig's pens under integral 
outshut on lower ground at rear. 
Exterior : Single storey. Doorways with ledged doors to the fronts of the piggeries; 3-bay open front to the 
cartshed. 
Simple interiors with original roof structures. 
Forming part of a group of farm buildings ranged around a rectangular farmyard relating to Tregembo Farmhouse. 
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Relubbus continued. 
II Chimney at Sw572318 Tregembo Mine 
Relubbus, St. Hilary, Cornwall, TR20 
Detached tin mine chimney. Circa late C19. 2-stage chimney with granite rubble to lower stage, brick to upper 
stage. Round plan. Tapered chimney with echinus mould to collar dividing stages. Top stage partly fallen. 
 

II Chimney at Sw572320, Tregembo Mine 
Relubbus, St. Hilary, Cornwall, TR20 
Detached tin mine chimney. Circa late C19. 2-stage chimney with granite rubble to lower stage, brick to upper 
stage. Round plan. Tapered chimney with echinus mould to collar dividing stages. Top stage partly fallen. 
 

II Coach House and Stables at Approximately 20 Metres South East of Tregembo Farmhouse 
Relubbus, St. Hilary, Cornwall, TR20 
Coach house and stables. Circa early and mid C19. Painted rubble walls with shallow brick arches over the 
openings. Scantle slate roofs, hipped on right, gable-ended cross wing on left. 
Plan: long circa early C19 range of stables with cart shed and projecting forward on the left a taller coach house 
cross wing extended on its left with a lean-to. Built into the bank at the rear. 
Exterior : 2 storeys. 8 doorways to the ground floor; 5 irregularly sized and disposed windows, above, and some 
pigeon holes under the eaves. Ledged doors, C20 windows. 
Interior not inspected. 
Forming part of a group of farm buildings ranged round a rectangular farmyard relating to Tregembo Farmhouse 
qv. 
 

II Gate Piers and Flanking Walls at Approximately 300 Metres North-North-West of Tregembo Farmhouse 
Relubbus, St. Hilary, Cornwall, TR20 
Gate piers and flanking walls. Circa late C18 or early C19. Dressed granite, roughly coursed, and granite 
dressings. 2 quadrant-on-plan walls with square-on-plan terminal piers. The walls have projecting square-edged 
copings. The piers are taller and surmounted by squat pyramidal caps; there are similar caps over the wall ends 
flanking the entrance. 
 

II Hawkins Farmhouse 
Relubbus, St. Hilary, Cornwall, TR20 
Farmhouse. C18. Granite rubble with granite dressings and flat brick arches over the openings. Hipped scantle 
slate roof sweeping lower at rear with brick chimneys over the side walls. 
Plan: shallow double-depth plan with 2 rooms at the front, large rooms left and small room, right, cross passage 
between. C20 wing at right angles behind the right hand room. 
Exterior : 2 storeys. Regular 4 window south-east front with doorway under third from left first floor window. C19 
6-panel door, 6-pane horned sashes. 
Interior not inspected. One of a small group of listed buildings in a small rural village. 
 

II Rose Cottage 
Relubbus, St. Hilary, Cornwall, TR20 
2 adjoining houses. C18 and circa early Cl9. Slurried rubble, left hand house 
partly rendered. Scantle slate roofs with brick chimneys over the gable ends. Plan: Left hand house has 1 original 
room and cross passage on the right, circa later C19 single storey probably wash house with external gable 
stack, left, and C20 extension at rear. Right-hand house is 2 rooms wide and deep with cross passage left of 
middle, presumably parlour, left, kitchen/living room, right and C20 remodelled lean-to on the right. 
Exterior : 2 storeys. Slightly irregular overall 4 window north-east front, each house with 2 first floor windows. 
Left-hand house has central ground floor window to 2 storey part and doorway on the right. C19 panelled door 
with glazed top panels and possibly original 9-pane hornless sashes with high meeting rails. 1 window front of 
wash house, left, with C20 casement. Right hand house has wide doorway left of middle with window close on 
either side, window over doorway and over right hand window. C19 4-panel door, circa early C19 9-pane hornless 
sashes with high meeting rails to first floor openings, later horned sashes to ground floor openings. Eaves 
rebuilt, possibly heightened, in the C20. 
Interiors not inspected. 
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Relubbus continued 
II South Hill Cottage 
Relubbus, St. Hilary, Cornwall, TR20 
House. Circa late C18. Granite rubble with some granite dressings. Grouted scantle slate roof, with brick chimney 
over gable end left and adjoining the roof of Bramble Cottage qv. at right angles, right. 
Plan: 2 rooms, slightly large kitchen/living room, left, cross, probably parlour, right, built over lower ground. 
Adjoining the front of Bramble Cottage qv., right. 
Exterior : 2 storeys. Nearly symmetrical 2 window south-east front with doorway slightly right of middle. C19 
Panelled door with glazed top panel, 12-pane horned sashes except 16-pane horned sash to wider ground floor 
opening, right. 
Interior not inspected. 

II The Thatched Cottage 
Relubbus, St. Hilary, Cornwall, TR20 
Nos 1 and 2 The Thatched Cottage 
Pair of similar but not identical cottages. C18 partly rebuilt C20. Painted rubble walls. Hipped wheat reed thatched 
roof with brick chimney over each end, over semi- circular external rubble stack, left. 
Plan: shallow double depth, probably originally 1 room deep each cottage with 1 room plan and entrance lobbies 
together in the middle, 1 doorway resited in former window position in the C20 remodelling. 
Exterior : 2 storeys. Slightly irregular 3 window north-west front with 2 doorways. C20 doors and C20 4-pane 
horned sashes. 
Interiors not inspected. 
Part of a small group of listed buildings in a small rural village 
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Relubbus area continued 

II* Tregembo Farmhouse 
Relubbus, St. Hilary, Cornwall, TR20 
Farmhouse. Circa -mid C17, remodelled late C17 and remodelled slightly in the circa mid C18. Granite rubble 
with granite dressings. Mostly scantle slate roofs with granite ashlar stacks over the gable ends, some asbestos 
slate to left hand wing. Some C17 handmade crested clay ridge tiles. 
Plan: U-shaped plan to front with stair hall left of middle of the main range and partly within kitchen wing at right 
angles behind the stair hall, plus another shallow wing in the form of a first floor room carried on 2-bay open 
colonnade the columns reused behind the right hand side. The front wings at right angles to either side of the 
front are of equal depth, each with 1 room plan. The left hand wing has a ground and first floor parlour. The right 
hand wing has a former stair tower on the right between large kitchen with enormous fireplace with large oven to 
the ground floor and chamber/parlour over. There is a service stair to the right of the middle room of the main 
range. Except for the front and rear kitchens, all the rooms are large (some later divided) and seem to have been 
parlours or principal chambers. The attic is approached by both stairs, the main stair rising to the roof space as if 
to a second storey originally. All the roofs seen are C18 or later and it is probable that the original roof space was 
for servants quarters and secondary chambers. The attic floors are carried on C17 cross beams. It is possible that 
the circa early-mid C17 Doric colonnade was formerly part of a central feature at the front of the house, possibly 
carrying a range closing the U-shaped plan at the front (compare Godolphin House qv. and Pendeen Manor qv). 
There is a reused chamfered quoin in the left corner of the right-hand wing which is evidence of some rebuilding. 
There was also once a bothy at right angles to this wing on the right. The surviving present plan is mostly C17 
fabric and part may incorporate earlier walls. There is some C18 or C19 rebuilding to the right hand wall of the 
rear kitchen, to the right-hand wall of the main range of the house and possibly to the rear wall of the main range. 
Exterior : 2 storeys. Regular 1:2:1 bay front facing roughly west. The first and last bays are the gable ends of 2 
deep wings at right angles to the front both with 1 window fronts facing into the courtyard. The main range front 
has doorway left and ground and first floor windows right. All the window openings facing into the front courtyard 
are wide but were formerly wider probably when fitted originally with granite mullioned windows, now spanned by 
oak lintels (some, if not all, of which are reused ship's timbers) and fitted with C19 or later sashes. The door is 
C18 with panels and with circa mid-late C18 Chinoiserie-glazed top panel. The gable end of left-hand wing has 2 
original chamfered single-light windows to the ground floor (one either side of the fireplace). The rear gable end of 
the same wing has the outer frame of a former 2-light window with stooling for a central mullion. Another original 
C17 3-light window complete with mullions survives to the left hand wall of the rear kitchen wing and to the first 
floor towards the right is a C18 12- pane 2-light casement with thick glazing bars. To the ground floor of the back 
wall are 2 chamfered openings, one of them a former doorway, possibly in situ, and there is a similar chamfered 
doorway with diagonal stops in the right hand wall of the front kitchen wing. The stair hall is partly in the rear wing 
and access to its first landing is through a doorway in the left hand wall of this wing, fitted with 2 bolection 
moulded outer doors protected by a hood and with a C18 inner door with wide glazing bars to the glazed upper 
panel (the front door also has a C18 inner door). 

Interior : virtually all the structure, carpentry, joinery and the architectural features are C17 or C18. Circa mid- 
C17 features : chamfered granite fireplace in the front left hand room (with unfinished tooling to the chamfer of the 
lintel); the fireplace of the front kitchen with dressed granite domed oven; ovolo-moulded ceiling cross beams 
with ogee-tongue stops, probably throughout but some with circa late C17 plaster cornices added and some 
hidden by C18 or later flat ceilings, and an ovolo- moulded doorframe with bar and tongue stops. Circa late C17 
features : fine open- well stair with closed string, heavy column-turned balusters and turned finials and pendants 
to panelled newels (the upper flight is oak grained, possibly original); fielded and bolection moulded panelling and 
chimneypiece to rear right hand room and chimneypieces to front chamber in right hand wing, rear chamber of 
left-hand wing, to the chamber over the rear kitchen; and a fine bolection-moulded panelled room to the front left 
chamber with very robust torus moulded central oval with bay leaf carving. C18 features : many or 3-pane doors 
and moulded ceiling cornices, chair rails and a nearly complete circa mid-C18 panelled room to ground floor left 
wing with dentils to the moulded cornice. 
The site of this house is possibly pre-Conquest. There is reference to an Edw’ Berner before 1083 and the 
name Tregembo has been variously spelt including Tregebri and Tregember. A circa 1800 cupboard has the 
name William Borlase written on a label, possibly a descendant of the Borlase family of which William Borlase the 
C18 antiquarian was a member. 
Sources : Mr Tomlin, present occupier (1986). 
A fine C17 house with high quality C17 and C18 features. The colonnade, though probably resited, is particularly 
interesting (compare Godolphin House qv. Breage parish and Pendeen Manor Farmhouse, St Just parish). 
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St Hilary 
II 2 Code Chest Tombs at Approximately 12 Metres South of South Transept 
St. Hilary’s Church, St. Hilary, Cornwall, TR20 
2 chest tombs. C18. Granite ashlar on granite bases, originally with iron railings. Rectangular on plan. The east 
chest has moulded plinth and square-edged lid, the other chest has chamfered plinth and moulded lid. Incised 
inscriptions to the lids: 
East chest to : Honor, wife of Francis Cole, died 1796. 
Other chest indecipherable, possibly Francis Cole. 
 

II Barlenoweth Cottages and Front Garden Walls 
St. Hilary Church town, St. Hilary, Cornwall, TR20 
Row of 3 houses. Circa late C18 or early C19, possibly partly a remodelling of an older house. Coursed dressed 
elvan and granite. Mostly scantle slate roofs but left-hand house replaced with concrete tiles. Brick chimneys over 
the cross party walls and gable end, right. 
Plan: range of three 2-room-plan houses with central cross passages plus later outshuts for service rooms and 
wing with coped gable end at right angles behind the left-hand side of the right-hand house. 
Exterior : 2 storeys. Overall, 6 window east front. Each house has a nearly symmetrical 2 window front with 
doorway towards the middle. Circa mid-late C19 hornless sashes to the middle and right-hand house, C20 
horned sashes to the left hand house with first floor C20 dormers. C20 doors. 
Interiors not inspected. 
Granite coped garden walls at the front, each wall with central gateway with granite monolith piers. 
 

II Belvedere 
St. Hilary, Cornwall, TR20 
House. Circa late C18 house retained as service wing to circa mid-late C19 house built by Richard Floyd. Granite 
and killas rubble with granite dressings. Scantle slate roofs with gable ends, projecting verges with pierced 
cusped wooden barge boards and apex finials to C19 part. Brick axial chimney with 2 diagonally set shafts over 
main roof crossing, lateral brick chimney over rear wall of right hand room and brick chimney over left hand (rear) 
gable of C18 part. 
Plan: C19 4 room cruciform plan added to 3 room L-plan C18 house with its range of outbuildings. The C18 
house adjoins the rear left hand corner of the rear wing of the C19 house. The C19 house has front and rear 
rooms sharing the central stack, pantry left and room on right with rear stack shared by lean-to in the angle 
behind. The central cross wing is taller with full height first floor and attic room at the 
front; the wings on either side have chambers partly in the roof spaces. 
II Belvedere continued 
Exterior : 2 storeys. 1:1:1 bay west entrance front with doorway into the right hand bay, left. Central bay has wide 
ground floor window, nearly as wide first floor window and square attic window to the gable. Wings left -and right 
have blind front windows. Over the central ground floor window, the name Belvedere is inscribed in 
relief (similar plaque to Floyd in the rear gable). Except for the C20 window to the first floor of the front, all the 
windows are old 1, 2 or 3 light casements with glazing bars, and those to the principal rooms have 
transoms. The pantry window (gable end left) has louvres to the side lights. 
Interior not inspected. 
An interesting house resembling a C19 estate lodge but larger, and cunningly retaining the earlier house to create 
an harmonious group. 
 

II Blewett Chest Tomb at Approximately 8 Metres East of South Aisle of Church of Saint Hilary 
St. Hilary’s Church, St. Hilary, Cornwall, TR20 
Chest tomb. C18. To George Blewett of Marazion, Merchant, died 1766 aged 63. Large marble casket-shaped 
sarcophagus chest standing on 4 shaped feet on moulded base and with large gadrooned urn on top. 
Rectangular plan, Baroque. The centres of the long sides are broken forward. 
 

II Chest Tomb at Approximately 10 Metres South of East End of Church of Saint Hilary 
St. Hilary’s Church, St. Hilary, Cornwall, TR20 
Chest tomb. Probably C18. Granite ashlar on granite base, formerly with iron railings, freestone lid over original 
moulded granite lid. Rectangular on plan. Indecipherable. 
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St Hilary continued 
II Chest Tomb at Approximately 12 Metres South East of Church of Saint Hilary 
St. Hilary’s Church, St. Hilary, Cornwall, TR20 
Chest tomb. Circa early C19. Slate sides with moulded corners and indecipherable moulded elvan lid. 
Rectangular on plan. 
 

II Church House South of Church of Saint Hilary 
St. Hilary, Cornwall, TR20 
Schoolroom or vestry over stables. Circa late C19. Granite rubble with granite dressings. Scantle slate roof 
with 
brick chimney over the left-hand gable end. 
Plan: rectangular plan with 4 stable doorways to front of basement and flight of external steps at the right hand 
end leading to a gabled porch at rear right giving access to the principal first floor. Regular 4-window south front 
with C19 ledged doors and C19 2-light transomed casements with glazing bars. 
Interior not inspected. 

 

I Church of Saint Hilary 
St. Hilary, Cornwall, TR20 
Parish church. C13 tower, otherwise rebuilt in 1855 by William White {following a fire in 1853). Granite and elvan 
rubble with granite dressings. Dry scantle slate roofs with replica C17 or earlier crested clay ridge tiles. 
Plan: C13 west tower; the remainder of the church was rebuilt in 1855 including nave/chancel with lantern over 
the crossing; slightly shorter north and south aisles; very shallow north and south transepts and deep south 
porch. Early English style. 
Exterior: North doorway reused from old church: 4-centred arch, hood mould and moulded jambs over scrolled 
stops. Sundial, dated 1787 to H. Bond over the porch doorway. West tower is complete: tapered 2-stage tower 
surmounted by tall broach spire with statue of Saint Hilary to south east face of spire; weathered corner 
buttresses to lower stage, roll moulded corners above; pointed west doorway moulded to both sides; small west 
window with some old glass, 2-light Y -traceried louvred 2-light windows to bell floor, gargoyles under parapet 
and small vents to the spire and weather vane. The C 19 parts of the church are unaltered with Y-traceried 
windows and trefoil headed lights. 
Interior: C14 pointed tower arch over moulded octagonal-on-plan imposts; unaltered C19 structure including 5 
bay arcades with pointed arches carried on slender piers between the nave and aisles; 3-bay arcades between 
the chancel and aisles; arch braced roofs with cusped ashlaring and lantern over the crossing.- Fittings: C4 
Roman milestone with tribute to the Emperor Constantine, C13 granite font used as piscina, C14 statue of Saint 
Anne; C17 carving of Saint joseph; C19 granite font; altar and choir stalls painted by Ernest Proctor, Annie 
Walker, Harold Harvey; Norman Garstin, Harold Knight, Alathea Garstin and Gladys Hynes {all painters of the 
Newlyn School) reredos in Lady Chapel painted by Ernest Proctor; parclose screen in north aisle painted by Joan 
Manning Saunder when aged between 10 and 12; and other works by artists of The Newlyn School. In 1932 there 
was a raid on the church when altars and images were damaged. This was following a court order after objections 
had been made about the form of services carried out by Father Bernard Walke. 
Sources: Church guide; Kelly’s Directories; Saint Hilary of Cornwall by Horace Keast. 
 

II Cobdens and Garden Wall and Gateway at the Front 
St. Hilary, Cornwall, TR20 
House including walls, gate piers and gates at the front, originally probably a pair of small houses. Circa early 
C19. Dressed coursed elvan with granite dressings, some cob at rear. Scantle slate roofs, wide eaves at the front. 
Brick chimneys over the gable ends. 
Plan: overall L-shaped plan. Originally 2 one room plan house with entrance lobbies together in the middle, under, 
circa early-mid C19 extended at right angles behind the left hand room with 1-room plan extension then cob lean 
to outbuilding behind and another lean-to on the right hand side of the house. 
Exterior : 2 storeys. Slightly asymmetrical 3 window west front with central doorway. C19 4-panel door- with 
overlight and moulded hood on consoles, blocked former doorway adjoining, left. Original-16-pane hornless 
sashes except for horned copy, ground floor right. 
Interior not inspected. 
Low walls at the- front enclosing shallow court. Gateway aligned with doorway. Round-headed granite gate piers 
and C19 wrought iron gate with scrolled top rail and spear-headed finials. Wall left of the gateway has original 
cambered granite copings. 
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St Hilary continued 
II Collick Headstone at Approximately 12 Metres East of Church of Saint Hilary 
St. Hilary’s Church, St. Hilary, Cornwall, TR20 
Headstone. Probably C18, reused in the C19. To Hugh Collick, died 1819 aged 23. Square-headed incised slate 
monolith with Renaissance 1-bay arcade framing C19 inscription. Similar to Williams headstone qv. 
 

II Collier Chest Tomb Near Entrance to New Burial Ground East of Church of Saint Hilary 
St. Hilary’s Church, St. Hilary, Cornwall, TR20 
Chest tomb. Early C20. To Gerrard Collier 187 -1928 (associated with the painters of the Newlyn School). 
Rectangular-on-plan chest with clasping moulded pilaster corners and moulded lid. 
 

II Cross 3 Metres South of Porch of Church of Saint Hilary 
St. Hilary’s Church, St. Hilary, Cornwall, TR20 
Cross. Medieval. Granite monolith with wheelhead. Latin cross in relief linked to border in relief. 
 

II Cross at 4 Metres South of Porch of Church of Saint Hilary 
St. Hilary’s Church, St. Hilary, Cornwall, TR20 
Cross. Medieval. Granite monolith with wheelhead. Part of head missing. Flared cross in relief linked to border in 
relief. 
 

II Cross at Approximately 13 Metres South of Porch of Church of Saint Hilary 
St. Hilary’s Church, St. Hilary, Cornwall, TR20 
Cross. Medieval. Granite monolith with bulbous head and flared patee cross in relief. 
 

II Gate Piers, Gate and Steps at East-North-East of Church of Saint Hilary 
St. Hilary’s Church, St. Hilary, Cornwall, TR20 
Gate piers, gate, steps and flanking walls. Circa late C18. Granite ashlar with granite dressings. Wrought-iron 
gate. 
Plan: cruciform plan : gate piers projecting out from side walls at either side of gateway, tall parallel walls (flanking 
possible filled in grid stile) within gateway and flight of 7 steps with flanking balustrade wall without gateway. 
Piers are rebated for the gate and have round copings. Side walls have segmental copings. Gate has arched top 
rail, roundels to lock rail and diamonds to bottom rail. 
 

II Gate Piers, Gate and Stile at Approximately 17 Metres South of Church of Saint Hilary 
St. Hilary’s Church, St. Hilary, Cornwall, TR20 
Gate piers, gate, stile and flanking walls. Circa early C19. Granite ashlar piers with pyramidal caps, dressed 
granite stile stones and dressed coursed killas side walls with granite quoins and copings. Wrought-iron gate. 
Plan: deep rectangular-on-plan grid stile with square-on-plan piers at the entrance and with high wall on either 
side of the stile. 
Gate has arched top rail, roundels to lock rail and diamonds to bottom rail. 
 

II Group of 3 Headstones, Hunken, Ransom and Hodge South of Porch of Church of Saint Hilary 
St. Hilary’s Church, St. Hilary, Cornwall, TR20 
3 headstones. C18. Square-headed slate monoliths with incised inscriptions to the east sides. 
Left-hand stone (south) to John Hunken died 1786. 
Middle stone to John Ransom, died 1745, and Mary, his wife died 1767. 
Right hand stone to John Hodge, died 1737. 
 

II Group of 5 Headstones at from 3 Metres South of Transept of Church of Saint Hilary 
St. Hilary’s Church, St. Hilary, Cornwall, TR20 
Group of 5 headstones. C18 and C19. Incised slate monoliths inscribed to : 
Thomas Roskilley, died 1819 aged 72 (slate with shaped head). 
John Gluyas of Marazion died 1825 aged 68 (slate with square head) 
Richard Pierce, son of John and Anne Pierce, died 1815 aged 50 (slate with squarehead), 
Margaret, wife of William Hill, died 1777 aged 25. 
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St Hilary continued 
II Harrison Tomb at Approximately 13 Metres South of Porch of Church of Saint Hilary 
St. Hilary’s Church, St. Hilary, Cornwall, TR20 
Probably buttress tomb or blind doorway to underground vault. C18. To Polly, wife of James Harrison, died 
1772 
aged 26. Granite monolith with incised slate insert. Square-headed at front, stepped down and chamfered at rear 
to earth bank. Epitaph : She was a woman take her for all in all I shant look on her like again. 
 

II Inscribed Stone at Approximately 16 Metres South of Porch of Church of Saint Hilary 
St. Hilary’s Church, St. Hilary, Cornwall, TR20 
Inscribed stone. Circa 4th century A.D. Tall granite monolith with west-facing inscription written vertically of H3 
NOTI with cross-hatching above. L2 NOTI 
 

II Lemin Headstone at Approximately 4 Metres North of West End of Church of Saint Hilary 
St. Hilary’s Church, St. Hilary, Cornwall, TR20 
Headstone. Circa 1840's. To William Lemin, died 184_ aged 66. Incised decoration framing the inscription. 
 

II Mildrum Headstone at Approximately 8 Metres North of North Aisle of Church of Saint Hilary 
St. Hilary’s Church, St. Hilary, Cornwall, TR20 
Headstone. Early C19. To William Mildrum of Relubbus, Elizabeth Ann (daughter) and Charlotte (probably wife). 
Dressed granite monolith with arched head with incised slate insert with shaped head. 
 

II Millet Monument South West of Church of Saint Hilary 
St. Hilary’s Church, St. Hilary, Cornwall, TR20 
Obelisk monument. C18. To Humphrey Millet of Enys, died 1774. White limestone obelisk on pedestal with 
chamfered plinth and moulded cornice. Ball finial. Millet coat of arms to east side. 
 

II Penneek Chest Tombs at Approximately 2 Metres East of North Aisle of Church of Saint Hilary 
St. Hilary’s Church, St. Hilary, Cornwall, TR20 
2 chest tombs. C18. Granite ashlar with incised elvan lids. Both rectangular on plan with chamfered plinths and 
chamfered lid cornices. 
The north chest to : John Penneek, Vicar of the parish, died 17_, Much more information but difficult to decipher. 
South chest to : John Peneek of Tregenn -, died 1710 aged 78. 
 

II Proctor Grave Near Entrance to New Burial Ground East of Church of Saint Hilary 
St. Hilary’s Church, St. Hilary, Cornwall, TR20 
Chest tomb. Early C20. To Henry Richard Proctor FRS 1848-1927. Dressed granite. Rectangular-on-plan chest 
with ashlar sides and squared-edged lid set back and with inscription on raised strips. Henry Proctor was a 
distinguished scientist and father of Ernest Proctor (1886-1935), 
Sources : Painting in Newlyn 1900-1930 
 

II The Jolly Tinners 
St. Hilary, Cornwall, TR20 
House, later an inn and for a time in circa the early 1900's used as a home for destitute children. Circa early-mid 
C19 with granite dressings. Half-hipped grouted scantle slate roof with brick chimneys over the side walls. 
Plan: double depth plan : 2 front rooms, the left hand room wider; passage between leading to stair hall, rear left 
of middle; kitchen behind the right hand room; pantry at rear left and shallow room (possibly butler's pantry) 
between the left hand front and rear rooms. The front chambers have formerly sliding partitions between 
probably inserted for use as a dormitory when used as a children's home. 
Exterior : 2 storeys. Regular 4 window south front with doorway under the third from left first floor (blind) window 
opening. Original hornless 16-pane sashes at the front and at the rear. C20 doors. 
Interior : little altered since built with mostly original carpentry and joinery including 6-panel doors and arch 
between entrance passage and stair hall. Stairs renewed C20. 
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St Hilary continued 
II The Old Vicarage 
St. Hilary, Cornwall, TR20 
Former vicarage, later hotel, now private house. C18, extended in the C19 and C20. Granite rubble with granite 
dressings. Slate hanging to the tower. Dry Delabole slate laid in diminishing courses with stuccoed stacks over 
the gable ends. 
Plan: in the C18 probably a U-shaped plan (still extant) with 2 rooms at the front, the right-hand room much 
wider; passage between leading to stair hall; probably original 1 room plan wing at right angles behind the right 
hand room and deeper 2- room plan wing at right angles behind the left hand room. In circa the late C19 the 
left hand wing was extended on its rear left including a tall tower and some C20 extension at the rear. 
Exterior : 2 storeys. Regular 4-window north front with doorway under the first floor second from left window. Tall 
openings with heads of ground floors openings near sills of first floor openings. 16-pane hornless sashes, circa 
early C19 or C20 copies. C20 porch and C20 partly glazed addition in front of the left hand window 
opening. The 3-storey tower is set back on the left and has a central bay broken forward and surmounted by a 
triangular pediment. 12-pane horned sashes. 
Interior not inspected. 
Some C20 alteration but the house is important in the way it groups with the church and the other listed buildings. 
 

II The Thatched Cottage 
St. Hilary, Cornwall, TR20 
Small house and adjoining cottage, now 1 house. C18 extended circa early C19. Painted rubble and rendered 
cob. Wheat reed thatch over the original house, asbestos slate over the cottage. Brick chimneys over the original 
gable ends. 
Plan : 2 room plan house with parlour left, wider kitchen right with entrance lobby between, and 1-room plan 
cottage adjoining at the left with its entrance on the right. 
Exterior : 2 storeys. Overall, 3 window front of 1 window cottage left and nearly symmetrical 2 window house, 
right. The Cottage has blocked doorway, right, horned 9- pane sash left and C20 casement in wider opening to 
first floor. House has doorway central to fenestration but all grouped towards left. Old 6-panel door, shallow 
gabled porch and 4-pane horned sashes. 
Interior not inspected. 
One of only 3 houses still thatched in this parish. 
 

II Williams Headstone at Approximately 10 Metres East of Church of Saint Hilary 
St. Hilary’s Church, St. Hilary, Cornwall, TR20 
Headstone. Early C19. To Selina, wife of William Williams, also William Charles 
Williams son of William Williams, died 1803 aged 9 months. Square-headed incised. slate monolith with 
Renaissance style l-bay arcade framing the inscription. Similar to Collick headstone qv. 

 
Long Lane area, Tregurtha area 
II Bank Barn at Approximately 16 Metres East of Frythens Farmhouse 
Off Long Lane, St. Hilary, Cornwall, TR27 
Bank barn. Circa mid C19. Granite rubble with granite dressings. Grouted scantle slate roof with gable ends. 
Plan: Rectangular plan with ground floor built into bank at rear and central opposing first floor loading/winnowing 
doorways. Probably granary over shippon left and stable right. 
Exterior: 2-storeys. Almost symmetrical 4 window west front. 3 square ground floor windows with 2 doorways 
between (right-hand doorway is taller, left-hand window was originally doorway). Approximately central first floor 
doorway and 2 small window openings at either side, 3 with original shutters. C20 hopper windows to ground 
floor and ledged doors. 
Interior: Not inspected. 
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Long Lane area, Tregurtha area continued 
II Building South East of Carbis Mill 
Off Long Lane, St. Hilary, Cornwall, TR27 
Probably granary over cart shed and stable. Circa mid C19. Killas and granite rubble with some partly dressed 
granite, wooden lintels. Scantle slate roof with gable ends. 
Rectangular plan built into the bank on the right; stable to ground floor left with window and doorway to the front; 
cartshed on the right with large doorway to the front. First floor has central front window and doorway from the 
bank (right-hand gable end). 2 storeys. 
Interior not inspected. 
Closely relating visually, and formerly functionally, with Carbis Mill qv. 
 

II Carbis Mill 
Off Long Lane, St. Hilary, Cornwall, TR27 
Miller's house and adjoining mill. Dates tones 1754. Probably rebuilt circa early C19. Granite and elvan rubble 
with dressed granite quoins, jambstones and lintels. 
House roofs : asbestos slate, with gable ends and brick chimney over left hand gable end. 
Mill roof : taller than house; scantle slate with gable ends. 
Plan: 2 room house left with possibly later outshut behind left hand side and single storey lean-to behind right 
hand side; rectangular mill, right of house, with machinery removed circa 1960's (formerly with overshot wheel on 
right hand side and at rear). The house has kitchen, left, and slightly smaller parlour right with lobby and stair 
between. The room behind the kitchen has a fireplace (possibly for washhouse) and the room behind the stair and 
parlour was formerly a pig's house. 
Exterior : 2 storey house and 3 storey mill. House has nearly symmetrical 3 window south-west front with 
doorway slightly right of middle, 4-panel door with flush- beaded panels and circa early Cl.9 12-pane hornless 
sashes. Stone over doorway inscribed : FE 1753 and stone in left hand gable end inscribed 1753. Mill, right, has 
slightly irregular 2 window front. Doorway towards left with small window on either side. Jambstone, far left, 
inscribed : JW 1874. Loading doorway over ground floor doorway. Ledged doors. Shutters to second floor 
windows. Gable end, right, has large ground floor doorway (cut C20), holes for machinery over and 
small gable window with reused millstone as lintel. Rear has holes for machinery to thicker ground floor wall and 2 
windows to each floor above. 
Interior of house has C19 carpentry and joinery. 
 

II Carboys Farmhouse and Adjoining Farm Buildings and Garden Walls 
Off Long Lane, St. Hilary, Cornwall, TR27 
Farmhouse, adjoining farm buildings and garden walls. Datestone 1714. Granite rubble with granite dressings. 
Steep roof : scantle slate to front and asbestos slate at rear. Large dressed granite stacks over the gable ends. 
Plan: 2 original rooms: hall/kitchen left with very large fireplace and parlour right with cross passage between. 
Later single storey lean-to behind the parlour and C20 lean-to behind the kitchen. 
Exterior : 2 storeys. Originally nearly symmetrical 5 window south-west front with doorway central to fenestration. 
Blocked ground and first floor window openings right of the doorway and blocked ground and first floor doorway 
openings at far left. Now a 4 window front with first floor openings slightly enlarged and some remodelling 
to ground floor openings. C20 horned sashes and C20 door. Interior not inspected but earlier features said to be 
hidden. Rubble-coped rubble walls enclose shallow garden in front of house with gateway aligned with doorway. 
Round-headed granite monolith piers, iron gate, and mounting stone right of gateway. 2 barns adjoin on the left 
hand side : both C19, granite rubble with grouted scantle slate roofs on 2 levels stepping down from the house. 
Rectangular plans: both with shippons to ground floor and storage lofts over. The left hand barn has nearly 

 
II Carboys Farmhouse and Adjoining Farm Buildings and Garden Walls  
symmetrical front with central doorway and pigeon holes between the 2 first floor windows. The right hand barn 
has 2 first floor windows and loading doorway, right, and ground floor doorway left of middle. Old ledged doors, 

Long Lane area, Tregurtha area continued 
hopper windows or shuttered windows. 
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Long Lane area, Tregurtha area continued 
II Frythens Farmhouse and Adjoining Outbuildings 
Off Long Lane, St. Hilary, Cornwall, TR27 
Farmhouse and adjoining outbuildings. Circa late C18 or early C19, slightly remodelled circa late C19. Granite 
rubble with granite dressings. Steep grouted scantle slate roof with projecting eaves with terminal moulded 
kneelers at the front and tall brick chimneys over the gable ends. Cast-iron ogee gutters. 
Plan: Double depth plan with 2 rooms at the front (wider probably kitchen/living room, left) flanking a cross 
passage leading to stair between rear service rooms within integral 2-storey outshut. Later (C19) service range 
including piggery at right angles behind the right-hand side and small rectangular earth closet adjoining 
front right-hand corner. 
Exterior: 2 storeys. Nearly symmetrical 3 window west front with doorway central to fenestration. C19 6-panel 
door with 4 top panels later glazed. Circa late C19 horned sashes (paired sashes to wider ground floor openings). 
Earth closet adjoining at right. 
Interior: Not inspected. 
 

II Farm Buildings North of Treveneague Farmhouse 
Off Chynoweth Lane, St. Hilary, Cornwall, TR20 
Shippons, calf pens and stable, all with storage lofts. Circa early C19. Granite and elvan rubble with granite 
dressings. Mostly scantle slate roofs, part replaced with corrugated asbestos. 
Plan : U-shaped plan: stable and shippon in main range and shippons and calf pens in similar wings at right 
angles to either side of the front. Principal openings facing into the farmyard. The right-hand wing is slightly later 
and is of coursed masonry. On the front of the left hand wing is a slightly later single storey extension. 
Exterior : 2 storeys. Fairly regular south west front of main range flanked by similar but not identical wings at right 
angles to either end. Main range : 3:2:3 bays; the middle 2 bays have doorway with window over, left, and steps 
right to first floor doorway; the flanking bays are symmetrical fronts with central ground and first floor doorways 
and windows to either side, some altered to doorways (third opening from the left was originally a wide doorway); 
pigeon holes under the eaves. The wing fronts each have a wide central doorway with segmental arch, narrower 
doorways at either side and 2 first floor windows. The right hand wing also has first floor loading doorway. Many 
old or original ledged doors and 2-light windows with wooden shutters. 
Interior not inspected. 
 

II North Treveneague Farmhouse 
Off Chynoweth Lane, St. Hilary, Cornwall, TR20 
Farmhouse. Circa early C19. Painted rubble with granite dressings. Scantle slate roof with brick chimneys over 
the gable ends. 
Plan: unusually deep double-depth plan: 2 reception rooms to the front plus butler’s pantry adjoining the right of 
the left hand room (probably dining room) and entrance hall between butler's pantry and right hand room 
(probably parlour); at rear middle a stair hall with main stair, and service stair on its left; left of the service stair a 
large kitchen and right of the main stair a large dairy or pantry. On the left of the house is a circa mid C19 lean-to 
former wash house and store (now kitchen); at the rear is a later large lean-to porch and adjoining the rear 
righthand 
corner is a mounting block. 
Exterior : 2 storeys. Nearly symmetrical 3 window south-east front slightly wider to left. Late C19 or C20 4-pane 
sashes and C20 door. Original distyle Doric porch with granite columns on square plinths, rectangular fielded 
panels to the frieze of the entablature and consoles with acanthus detail behind. Rear has original windows to 
most openings : 24-pane hornless sash to tall stair window; 20 pane hornless sash to ground and first floor, right, 
and 2-light casement behind original stanchions to dairy, left. Wide roof dormer over to light former servants 
quarters in attic. 
Interior : virtually unaltered since built with original carpentry and joinery including stairs, doors and archways to 
stair hall and landing. 
 

II Chimney at Sw53503178 
Plain-an-Gwarry, St. Hilary, Cornwall, TR17 
.Detached mine chimney. Circa late C19. Granite rubble lower stage and brick upper stage. Round-on-plan 
tapered flue with round-arched flue opening to the base and echinus mould to the brick collar dividing the stages. 
Upper part of chimney partly fallen. 
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Similar to the chimneys at Tregembo Mine qv. 
 

Long Lane area, Tregurtha area continued 
II Chimney at Sw53753114 
Tregurtha Downs, St. Hilary, Cornwall, TR20 
Detached chimney serving former arsenic calciner. Circa 1880. Granite rubble and brick. Round-on-plan 
tapered chimney with rubble for most of its height and brick for the upper part, surmounted by a brick collar with 
a machicolated cornice. Similar to the chimney at SW53773104. 
 

II Chimney at Sw53773104 
Tregurtha Downs, St. Hilary, Cornwall, TR20 
Detached chimney serving nearby engine house qv. Circa 1888. Granite rubble and brick. Round-on-plan 
tapered chimney with rubble for most of its height and brick for the upper part, surmounted by a brick collar with 
a machicolated cornice. Arch flue opening at base. 
Similar to the chimney at SW 53753114 qv. 
 

II Engine House at Sw53783104 
Gears Lane, St. Hilary, Cornwall, TR17 
Beam engine house for 80 inch pumping engine. Circa 1880. Probably granite ashlar bob wall (overgrown with 
ivy), otherwise granite rubble with granite and brick dressings. Original iron tie rods through the length of each 
wall. Some remains of scantle slate roof and boarded studwork over bob wall. 
Plan: rectangular plan with thicker bob wall with narrow doorway (east) and large boiler doorway in gable-ended 
wall (west). The engine moved to South Crofty in 1903 and still extant. 
Exterior : Tall plinth; arched doorways to the front and rear walls and arched stair window to each wing wall. (The 
bob wall arch is ordered). The other openings are tall rectangular window openings (3 to each floor of the wing 
walls and 2 pairs of openings to each floor over the boiler doorway) and a blind oculus with brick cross to the 
gable end. Remains of original window frames. 
Interior : original scissor-truss roof structure; pit towards the bob wall and round dressed granite cylinder 
platform. 
The engine formerly fitted to this engine house was built by Copperhouse Foundry, Hayle, to a design by Samuel 
Grose. It was originally fitted to Wheal Alfred, Consols, then Crenver then lineal Abraham before being moved to 
Tregurtha Downs. 
This engine house is similar in design to one never completed at Tregurtha Farm nearby and to East Wheal 
Rose 
(lead mine). 
Sources : Peter Richards; Industrial Archaeology of Cornwall Gazetteer; East Wheal Rose by H.L. Douch. 
 

II Trevarthian Farmhouse and Front Garden Walls 
Trevarthian, St. Hilary, Cornwall, TR17 
Farmhouse. C17, remodelled in the C18, C19 and C20. Granite and elvan rubble with granite dressings. 
L-plan main roof with 2 dressed granite stacks over the gable ends and brick axial stack near the ridge angle. 
Plan: overall irregular U-shaped plan plus stair outshut filling most of the space between the short arm of the U 
and the main front range. In the late C17 or early C18 the plan was probably 2 large reception rooms at the front 
with central cross passage leading to stair hall between (passage towards left since circa early C19) and with 
circa late C17 kitchen wing behind the left hand room and later C18 wing dairy returning from the rear right of the 
kitchen parallel to the main range. In the C19 the kitchen wing was divided to make a 2 room plan, a doorway and 
extra windows inserted in the left hand wall (facing a planned farmyard), the dairy wing roof was heightened and a 
lean-to was added to the right hand gable end. 
Exterior : 2 storeys. Slightly irregular 3 window south-south-east front partly rebuilt in the C19. Probably in the 
C18 a symmetrical 5 window front with central doorway. Present doorway towards left and fitted with circa early 
C19 6-panel door with flush-beaded panels (except 2 later glazed top panels) and overlight. Circa early C19 12 
pane hornless sash to first floor left of middle otherwise 12-pane horned copies. Straight joint to first floor left and 
irregular joints around putative original doorway position and flanking the right hand windows are clues to 
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Long Lane area, Tregurtha area continued 
II Trevarthian Farmhouse and Front Garden Walls continued 
interpreting the form of the earlier but not necessarily original front. The left hand side wall also has various joints 
of former alterations to create a 3 window front with a doorway towards the left. C19 4-panel door with 4-pane 
overlight and horned sashes. 
Interior not inspected but the right-hand room has some fielded panelling and an elaborate chimneypiece in C18 
style with paired columns and a hunting scene carved in the frieze. 

 
II Barn North East Ennys Farmhouse 
Off Trewhella Lane, St. Hilary, Cornwall, TR20 
Barn. Circa early C19. Killas and granite rubble with granite and brick dressings. Hipped scantle slate roofs. 
Plan: L-plan 2 storey block with loft storage over shippons or stables, plus lean-to behind right hand side and 
single storey gable-ended cart shed or horse engine house behind left hand side. Granite steps in front of right 
hand side. 
Exterior : 2 storeys. North-east front with deep integral projecting wing at right angles in front of left hand side. 
Doorway and window to ground floor of each front. Loading hatch to first floor of wing front and loading hatch 
and doorway at top of steps to the main front. Small windows to ends of main range and loading doorway at 
rear middle. Ledged doors and shutters. 
Interior not inspected. 

 
II* Ennys Farmhouse 
Off Trewhella Lane, St. Hilary, Cornwall, TR20 
Farmhouse. C17 or earlier, remodelled and enlarged circa early-mid C18. Granite rubble with granite dressings. 
Scantle slate roofs with gable ends. Stone stacks over gable ends; large lateral stone stack over rear of right hand 
room and brick stack over gable end of rear wing. 
Plan: now an overall irregular T-shaped plan. Remains of C17 or earlier house to far right, (now dairy) and C17 
rear wall of right hand reception room with formerly external lateral fireplace. In the C18 the left-hand end of the 
house was mostly rebuilt and extended to create asymmetrical 2 room plan house with stair hall behind a central 
entrance hall and a back kitchen was built or remodelled from a C17 wing at right angles behind the right hand 
room. The former through passage of the C17 house and part of the former hall was remodelled as a dairy with a 
fireplace incorporating a C17 roll moulded jambstone and a chamfered jambstone. The probably circa early C17 
front doorway inscribed HMM 1688 is still in situ. Circa later C18 or early C19 an outshut was added behind the 
left hand room. 
Exterior : 2 storeys. Symmetrical 5 window south-east front with central doorway plus lower dairy front right with 
C17 doorway. C18 doorway has C18 or early C19 6- panel door with geometric glazed overlight. The windows are 
circa late C18 or early C19 12-pane sashes with much crown glass. Coving over the first floor windows and C17 
ovolo moulded beams reused as lintels. The C17 doorway has cavetto and ovolo moulding and crossed dice 
stops. Stair hall has a tall 6 over 9-pane hornless sash. Service wing has 2 original C18 12-pane hornless sashes 
with wide glazing bars internally, ovolo moulded (ground floor right-hand wall), otherwise later sashes. 
Interior : C17 features : part of a roof truss set into the right-hand gable end of the taller part of the house and at 
a much lower level than the main roof back wall of hall with hall fireplace in original position; and reused 
jambstones to dairy fireplace. C18 features : most of the original circa mid C17 structure, carpentry, joinery and 
plasterwork survives including : stone flags to entrance and stair hall open-well closed string stair with column on- 
vase turned balusters; moulded cornices to ground floor of stair hall and entrance hall; eared doorcases and 
6-panel doors to reception rooms; full panelling and modillioned cornice to right hand room; plaster modillioned 
cornice to left-hand room; ceiling cornices to rear chamber of service wing; 2-panel doors to chambers; C20 
reconstructed plaster barrel ceiling to central front chamber and ceiling beams with straight chamfers and run-out 
stops to kitchen. Otherwise C19 features including a fine circa late C19 chimneypiece in C18 style in 
the right hand room, fitted to C17 hall fireplace. Ennys was the home of the Millet family in the C17 and C18 (see 
Millet Monument qv., St Hilary churchyard). 
An interesting house exemplifying clearly the way in which it was often the practice to retain part of the earlier 
house in C18 rebuilds. Ennys incorporates vestiges of former C17 house of high quality and retains most features 
of the fine C18 house which largely replaced it. 
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Long Lane area, Tregurtha area continued 
II Trewhella Farmhouse 
Trewhella lane, St. Hilary, Cornwall, TR20 
Farmhouse. Probably C18. Rubble walls, oak lintels except for granite lintel over doorway. Wheat reed thatched 
L-plan roof with scantle slate roof over lean-to in the angle. Brick chimneys over the gable ends, the right hand 
chimney is of mostly original C18 bricks and the chimney over the rear gable of the kitchen wing is over 
a half-round-on-plan tapered external rubble stack. 
Plan: L-shaped plan plus later lean-to in the angle. Original plan probably 2 rooms with cross passage between 
with wider hall/kitchen left and parlour on the lower end of the slope, right. Probably later C18 a 1-room plan 
kitchen wing was added behind the right hand room and in the C19 a dairy or pantry lean-to was built in the rear 
angle. 
Exterior: 2 storeys. Nearly symmetrical 3 window south-south-east front with doorway right of middle. 4-panel 
door. C20 2-light casement windows. 
Interior: 2 C18 bowtell-moulded beams at former cross passage position, otherwise later features including fat 
side-bead moulded beams in the kitchen. First floor rooms and roof structures not inspected. 

 
Rosudgeon area 
II Sunningvale Cottage 
Rosudgeon, St. Hilary, Cornwall, TR20 
Farmhouse. Probably C18. Killas rubble with some dressed granite quoins, jambstones and lintels. Corrugated 
asbestos roof with rubble stack over left hand gable end and rendered stack over right hand gable end. 
Plan: 2 original rooms at the front, larger probably hall/kitchen left and parlour over lower ground, right; lobby and 
presumably stair between, and service rooms in probably later single storey lean-to at rear. 
Exterior : 2 storeys. Nearly symmetrical 3 window south-west front with doorway nearly central to the 
fenestration but all grouped slightly towards the right. Old ledged door, circa late C19 or C20 horned sashes. 
Interior not inspected. 
 

II (Former) Bible Christian Sunday School 
Rosudgeon, St. Hilary, Cornwall, TR20 
Nonconformist chapel, later a Sunday School, now disused. Date stone inscribed BCC, 1858. Granite and elvan 
rubble with granite dressings. Half hipped scantle slate roof. 
Plan: rectangular aisle-less plan, fittings removed but evidence that there was a 
sloping gallery at 1 end and a rostrum at the other end (east). 
Exterior : Symmetrical 2 window south front with central round-headed doorway (formerly with 4 panel door), 
original spoked fanlight and 12-pane hornless sashes at front and rear. 
 

II Retallack Farmhouse and Adjoining Outbuildings 
Near Packet Lane, St. Hilary, Cornwall, TR20 
Farmhouse and adjoining cart shed and shippons with storage lofts over. C18 house extended circa late C18 
and early C19 left and rear and deep rear range added in 1907 (datestone). Rubble with granite dressings, part 
slurried, stucco over cob to first floor cob of house front. Grouted scantle slate roof mostly with gable ends. Stone 
stack over left hand gable of house, brick chimneys over right hand gable and gable of rear wing. 
Plan:. originally probably a 2 room plan farmhouse with cross passage between the 2 rooms. Circa late C18 a 2 
room house added on the left, later converted to farm building and single storey cartshed added, far left. In circa 
early or mid C19, a 1 room plan kitchen wing added at right angles behind the left hand room and outshut added 
behind the right room of farm buildings added adjoining parallel to and on the left hand side of the kitchen wing 
but much deeper and the rear part cranked slightly to the right. 
Exterior : 2 storeys. Slightly asymmetrical 2 window west front with central doorway; symmetrical 2 window front 
of probably former house, now shippon stepped down on the left and single storey cartshed with hipped end at 
far left. The original house (right) has 3-panel door with arched top panels and 12-pane horned sashes. The 
shippon has blocked doorway and old shuttered windows, the ground floor windows partly ventilated with 
louvres. 
Interior of house has C18 beams to the left hand room, otherwise C19 carpentry and joinery and all very 
unaltered since. Roof structure not inspected. 
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Colenso area 
II Higher Colenso Old Farmhouse 
Higher Colenso, St. Hilary, Cornwall, TR20 
Farmhouse. C18 remodelling of an older house. Painted rubble walls. Slurried scantle slate roof (formerly 
thatched) brick chimneys over the gable end and over thick rubble stack of the back kitchen (rear left). 
Plan: gable ends survive from possibly pre-C18 plan. In the C18 : 2 rooms at the front with cross passage 
between and outshut behind the right hand room with stair at the rear of the passage within the outshut and 
approached from the outshut. Circa late C18 or early C19 another similar outshut was added behind the left hand 
room to provide a back kitchen. 
Exterior : 2 storeys. Nearly symmetrical 3 window south front with central doorway. C19 6-panel door and 4-pane 
horned sashes. 
Interior is virtually unaltered since the C18: original floors carried on bowtell- moulded beams, original softwood 
muntin and plank partitions and 2 panel doors. Large fireplace possibly with blocked oven and with copper on the 
right in back kitchen. Roof structure circa late C19 when slate replaced thatch and the pitch was reduced. 

 
Prussia Cove area 
II Cliff Cottage 
Prussia Cove, St. Hilary, Cornwall, TR20 
House. Probably circa late C18. Granite and killas rubble with dressed granite quoins and lintels. Steep slurried 
half-hipped scantle slate roof with brick chimneys over the side walls and 3 hipped roof dormers at the front. 
Plan: 2 ground floor rooms built into the cliff at the rear with lobby and stair between. Later outshut at left hand 
side. 
Exterior : 2 storeys plus attic. Symmetrical 3 window south front with central 
doorway plus later outshut front on left. C19 4-panel door with glazed top panels and circa late C19 or C20 4- 
panel horned sashes. 
Interior not inspected. 
An unspoiled house situated in the beautiful Bessy's Cove of Prussia Cove. 
 

II Farm Building Immediately North of Trenalls House and Old Farmhouse 
Prussia Cove, St. Hilary, Cornwall, TR20 
Barn, probably fodder or grain storage loft over shippon. Circa early C19. Granite and killas rubble, mostly oak 
lintels. Grouted scantle slate roofs with gable ends. 
Plan: rectangular range with slightly later building added on the right-hand side. Doorways to the front (south 
west). 
Exterior : 2 storeys with loft partly in roof space. Main building has wide doorway left of middle with pitching eye 
over narrow doorway left and right and ground and first floor windows far right. 
Interior not inspected. 
The front of this building partly encloses a courtyard at the rear of Trenalls House and Old Farmhouse. 
 

II Fish Cellars at Sw556278 
Prussia Cove, St. Hilary, Cornwall, TR20 
Fish cellars. C19. Granite and killas rubble. Partly corrugated iron roofs. Gable ends. Stone rubble stack 
with,brick shaft towards left and brick copper with brick chimney at a few metres from the front. 
Plan: range of 4 adjoining 1-room fishermens' huts irregularly sited built into the steep slope behind and 
overlooking a cliff near the front. The second cell from the left has a large fireplace on the left. Each 'hut' has a 
doorway and a small window at the front. 
Exterior : Single storey. Ledged doors, reused or C20 windows. 
A picturesque group of fishermens' 'huts' situated in beautiful coastal scenery at Prussia Cove (overlooking 
Bessy's Cove) 
 

II Trenalls House and Old Farmhouse 
Prussia Cove, St. Hilary, Cornwall, TR20 
2 adjoining houses. Small house probably C18, extended with house in 1906, designed by Caldwell. Killas with 
granite dressings. The old house has a wheat reed thatched roof sweeping lower over rear outshut and with large 
stage external rubble stack at the left hand gable end; the 1906 house has a scantle slate mansard roof and 
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dressed stone stacks. 
Plan: C18 house (old farmhouse) has 2 rooms at the front with cross passage between and 2 shallow service 
r II Trenalls House and Old Farmhouse  
rooms within the rear outshut. The 1906 (Trenhalls House)house adjoins on the right of the C18 house and has a 
large basement kitchen left with large stair hall in tower behind and large former coach house or garage, right. 
The reception rooms are on the first floor: 2 front rooms flanking a central entrance hall approached by an L-plan 
flight of external steps at the front. A 3-storey square tower behind the left hand side of the house has an external 
stair corridor on its left linking the top floors. 
Exterior : 2 storey and 3 storeys. Nearly symmetrical 2 window and 3 window south west fronts with central 
doorways. The old house front, left, and the much taller 1906 house; right, with entrance to the first floor. The old 
house window openings were probably altered in 1906 when fitted with leaded casements and a ledged and 
partly leaded glazed door. The 1906 front is as built with round headed doorway with ledged door, 3-light 
mullioned windows to the ground and first floor and 2-lightmwooden casements to the 3 attic dormers. 
Also unaltered to the other elevations. 
Interior not inspected except for the unspoiled basement kitchen and stair hall behind which has a stair with 
pierced splat balusters 

 

II* Porth-En-Alls 
Prussia Cove, St. Hilary, Cornwall, TR20 
House. Datestone 1906, mostly rebuilt 1910-1914. The rebuilding designed and the work supervised by Philip 
Tilden a distant relative of T.T. Behrens for whom the house was built. Built on the site of a house that was the 
home of John Carter (King of Prussia). Granite rubble and granite dressings, some rock-faced (from Tregonning 
Hill), partly cavity walls, leaded bronze windows in teak frames, reinforced concrete floors overlaid with oak 
boards within and joinery of English oak. The gable-ended roofs are stone slate from the Forest of Dean laid to 
diminishing courses with swept valleys and hipped roof dormers. Glazed roof over the squash court. Lateral and 
axial dressed stone chimneys, 3 with moulded cornices. 
Plan: The house is built into the cliff with its garden front at a lower level facing south to the sea and the entrance 
is at a higher level on the west side facing the chauffeur's lodge (Porth-en-Alls Lodge qv) which is built into the 
cliff behind. Y- shaped plan, built into the bedrock at the elliptical-on-plan entrance courtyard front with ground 
level to attic gable entrance. Single storey wing at left of entrance courtyard and taller single-storey plus attic 
wing, right of the entrance courtyard; wings set at right angles to each other and with 2 storey plus attic principal 
range on lower ground beyond making the shaft of the Y. The main range is 2 rooms wide under parallel roofs 
returned at the front and rear. The first floor plan is the only floor which encompasses the whole house, and this 
floor contains the 4 principal wider rooms on the right hand side (south) including large drawing room with 2 bay 
windows flanking a balcony. The balcony and windows are carried on a 3- bay arcade. In the left hand wing is a 
former squash court, stair hall is at the rear left of a passage. The front of this passage (under the forecourt) is lit 
by a pogoda-like lantern. Left of the squash court is a 2 storey former workshop block. There was intended to be 
a great hall adjoining the rear (east) of the house but work was curtailed by the first world war. English vernacular 
revival style. 
Exterior : West entrance front at the higher level leads off from a circular courtyard (for turning vehicles) on the 
opposite side of which is Porth-en-Alls Lodge qv. A smaller courtyard (roof terrace), flanked by 2 round-on-plan 
gate piers, leads to the main entrance doorway in the front gable end of the principal 2-storey plus 'attic range. 
Moulded shallow-arched doorway with hoodmould/string on corbels over and oculus window to coped ashlar 
gable above. Original heavy panelled door. The ground is at a lower level on the south seaward side. 2 storeys 
plus attic. 5 window garden front (2:1:3 bays). Doorway to middle bay behind 3-bay Romanesque style arcade to 
ground floor, right. Balcony over the doorway flanked by 3-light bay windows with mullions and transoms. 3-light 
mullioned window to each first floor bay left with doorway between the left hand bays and corbelled sundial over. 
Hipped attic dormers behind parapet with moulded cornice. The other elevations have irregularly disposed 
features in similar style. 
Interior : original unpainted mortar and timber surfaces with structural elements freely displayed and exploited to 
give vitality to the internal spaces. Carefully detailed C17 style joinery: moulded 2-panel doors with moulded 
architraves with corner and rail blocks; heavy chamfered balusters to stair; Classical style chimneypiece of red 
Sicilian marble to the drawing; other C17 domestic style and Classical style details and some C15 style linen-fold 
panelling including a sliding door with linenfold panelling. Porth-en-Alls is a remarkable C20 house incorporating 
many advanced technical innovations including the use of ferro-concrete. The real charm of the house, however, 
is the imaginative and ingenious way the house fits the awkward site and the varied use of materials and style. 
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Prussia Cove area continued 

II* Porth-En-Alls Lodge 
Prussia Cove, St. Hilary, Cornwall, TR20 
Chauffeurs lodge to Porth-en-Alls house qv including adjoining walls and steps. Circa 1910-1914. Designed and 
the work supervised by Philip Tilden, a distant relative of T.T. Behrens for whom the house was built. Killas and 
granite rubble with granite dressings. Stone slates (from the Forest of Dean) laid in diminishing courses with the 
ridge following the segmental plan of tie house and half-hipped ends on the radius. Dressed stone chimneys over 
the front wall. 
Plan: segment of a circle, 1 room deep, completing the outer part of a circular courtyard in front (west) of Porthen- 
Alls, qv. Built into bedrock at the rear (west) and with rooms radiating on the ground floor. Central doorway to 
basement steps leading up to ground floor rear passage giving access to all the rooms. Dining room right of the 
passage, kitchen far right with WC in front; reception room left of the entrance and principal bedroom probably 
originally the reception room far left. The other bedrooms are in the attic, approached by a steep stair. 
Exterior : Single storey plus attic over basement. Symmetrical 2 window convex east front with central moulded 
doorway to thicker basement wall with square-on-plan terminal buttress at either end. Double flight of stone steps 
carried on 4-centred arch in front of doorway. Over the doorway is a gabled attic stair turret with small 
lozenge shaped window. The ground floor walls are set back slightly on either side of the turret and the windows 
adjoin on either side filling the spaces between the turret and the 2 lateral chimneys. The thicker basement 
(retaining) wall has slate (like the roof) weathering. Under the hip at each end is a wide window. All the windows 
are original wooden casements with glazing bars. 
Interior : virtually unaltered since built with original carpentry and joinery with the structural elements freely 
exposed. At either side of the front is a rubble and earth retaining wall with alternate vertical and horizontal 
courses and on the far right is a flight of dressed granite steps. 
 

II Sea View 
Prussia Cove, St. Hilary, Cornwall, TR20 
House. Circa mid-late C19. Slurried rubble walls with shallow brick arches over the openings. Dry Delabole slate 
roofs with brick chimneys over the gable ends. 
Plan: double depth T-shaped plan: 2 reception rooms at the front flanking a central cross passage leading to stair 
with shallower rear service room on either side plus 1-room plan back kitchen at right angles behind the middle of 
the house: 
Exterior : 2 storeys plus attic lit by central gable end windows. Symmetrical 3 window south front with central 
doorway with gable ended porch in front. Circa late C19 or C20 pair of glazed doors with marginal panes, 24- 
pane horned sashes. The gable and some rear windows are original 12-pane hornless sashes. 
Interior not inspected. 
One of a group of little altered buildings in beautiful coastal surroundings at Prussia Cove. 
 

II Walls, Gate Piers and Gates, South and West of Porth-En-Alls 
Prussia Cove, St. Hilary, Cornwall, TR20 
Walls, stile, gate piers and gates relating to Porth-en-Alls House qv. Circa 1910-14. Granite monolith rubble walls 
with round mortar copings. Granite monolith gate piers. Hardwood gates. 
Walls flanking the driveway leading to Porth-en-Alls with gateway at the entrance (north west of the house) and 
another gateway at the lower side of the driveway near the house. 
The main gateway has a granite stile on its right. The gate has 3 rails with diagonally set bars between the bottom 
rails and N-bracing between the top rails. Between the N-bracing is the letter P (formerly probably B for Behrens 
but lower loop of B missing). The top rail is slightly shaped. The other gate is of similar construction but with 
central cross bracing and arch-braced at either end. 
 

II Wash House at Approximately 8 Metres West of Sea View 
Prussia Cove, St. Hilary, Cornwall, TR20 
Wash house with attached earth closet. Circa mid C19. Killas rubble walls. Grouted scantle slate roof with brick 
chimney over right hand gable end. 
Plan: small rectangular wash house with narrower and shallower earth closet outshut behind. 
Exterior : Single storey. 1 window east front with doorway on the right and window towards the left. Ledged door 
and original 12-pane hornless sash. 
Interior not inspected. 
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An unaltered C19 wash house which groups with other listed buildings in a beautiful coastal landscape. 
 

Prussia Cove area continued 
II Walls, Gate Piers and Gates, South and West of Porth-En-Alls 
Prussia Cove, St. Hilary, Cornwall, TR20 
Walls, stile, gate piers and gates relating to Porth-en-Alls House qv. Circa 1910-14. Granite monolith rubble walls 
with round mortar copings. Granite monolith gate piers. Hardwood gates. 
Walls flanking the driveway leading to Porth-en-Alls with gateway at the entrance (north west of the house) and 
another gateway at the lower side of the driveway near the house. 
The main gateway has a granite stile on its right. The gate has 3 rails with diagonally set bars between the bottom 
rails and N-bracing between the top rails. Between the N-bracing is the letter P (formerly probably B for Behrens 
but lower loop of B missing). The top rail is slightly shaped. The other gate is of similar construction but with 
central cross bracing and arch-braced at either end. 

 
II Willie's Cottage 
Prussia Cove, St. Hilary, Cornwall, TR20 
Small house. Probably C18, roof heightened C20. Granite and killas rubble, granite lintels. Wheat reed thatched 
roof over original house, right, dry Delabole slate to part on left. Brick chimneys over the gable ends, granite 
ashlar chimney on right, heightened with brick. 
Plan: originally 2 rooms with cross passage between, parlour left and larger kitchen, right. In circa the early C19 a 
1-room plan 2-storey wing was added on the left hand side with an open-ended outshut behind. 
Exterior : 2 storeys. Overall, 3 window front: slightly asymmetrical 2 window front of original house, right, and 1 
window front of C19 addition, left. The original front has doorway left of middle and fenestration grouped towards 
left. Probably C20 4-panel door, 4 pane hornless sashes. 
Interior not inspected. 
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Non-designated Archaeological and Historical Sites   
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Source: Cornwall Council Interactive Map ( https://map.cornwall.gov.uk/website/ccmap  ) 

map layer 'Historical' , subset Buildings, Sites and Monuments  - points

https://map.cornwall.gov.uk/website/ccmap
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Table 3b.2 Non-designated Archaeological and Historical Sites   

Source: Cornwall Council Heritage Environmental Records 

MonUID Type Name MonType Period PeriodFrom Form Summary 

MCO6896 MON TREVENEAGUE - Iron 

Age fogou, Romano 

British fogou 

FOGOU; FOGOU? Early Iron Age to 

Romano British 

Prehistoric EXTANT STRUCTURE; 

EXTANT STRUCTURE 

A fogou excavated in 1866 which consisted 

of a passage 10.4m long and a side chamber 

4.59m long. 

MCO8797 MON TREVENEAGUE - Iron 

Age round, Romano 

British round 

ROUND; ROUND Early Iron Age to 

Romano British 

Prehistoric SUB SURFACE DEPOSIT; 

SUB SURFACE DEPOSIT 

The site of a rectilinear enclosure (square 

round) levelled in the C19 by ploughing and 

quarrying. 

MCO55642 MON PENBERTHY CROSS - 

Prehistoric enclosure 

ENCLOSURE Early Iron Age to 

Romano British 

Prehistoric CROPMARK A double ditched curvilinear enclosure of 

uncertain prehistoric date is visible as a 

cropmark on aerial photographs. 

MCO51097 MON NORTH 

TREVENEAGUE - 

Bronze Age barrow, 

Post Medieval 

mound 

BARROW?; 

MOUND? 

Bronze Age to 

19th Century 

Prehistoric EXTANT STRUCTURE; 

EXTANT STRUCTURE 

Two mounds are visible as earthworks on 

aerial photographs. 

MCO27174 FS ENNYS - Bronze Age 

findspot 

FINDSPOT Bronze Age Prehistoric DOCUMENTARY EVIDENCE A bronze hoard including spearheads, 

swords and axes found circa 1800 

MCO36049 MON PENBERTHY CROSS - 

Bronze Age 

enclosure, Iron Age 

enclosure, Romano 

British enclosure 
 

ENCLOSURE; 

ENCLOSURE; 

ENCLOSURE 

Bronze Age to 

Romano British 

Prehistoric CROPMARK; CROPMARK; 

CROPMARK 

A small oval enclosure, 30m by 28m, is 

visible as cropmarks on vertical aerial 

photographs. 

MCO3243 MON PENBERTHY - Bronze 

Age barrow 

BARROW? Bronze Age Prehistoric DOCUMENTARY EVIDENCE The field-name 'Parkan Creeges' suggests 

the site of a barrow but there are no 

remains. 
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MCO1665 FS TREVARTHIAN - 

Neolithic findspot 

FINDSPOT Neolithic Prehistoric FIND A Neolithic leaf shaped arrowhead was 

found at this location. 

MCO8413 MON RELUBBUS - Iron Age 

round, Romano 

British round 

ROUND; ROUND Early Iron Age to 

Romano British 

Prehistoric EXTANT STRUCTURE; 

EXTANT STRUCTURE 

Extant remains of earthworks consisting of a 

large splayed bank with levelled interior, 

shown on a plan of 1755. 

MCO8764 MON TREVABYN - Iron Age 

round, Romano 

British fort 

ROUND; FORT? Early Iron Age to 

Romano British 

Prehistoric CROPMARK; CROPMARK The field-names 'The Round' and 'Round 

Field' suggest the site of a round but there 

are no remains. 

MCO8119 MON KESTAL - Iron Age 

round, Romano 

British round 

ROUND? Early Iron Age to 

Romano British 

Prehistoric DOCUMENTARY EVIDENCE The field-name 'Kestle Field' suggests the 

site of a round but there are no remains. 

MCO51072 MON VENTON HALL - 

Prehistoric round, 

Medieval plain an 

gwarry 
 

ROUND?; PLAIN AN 

GWARRY? 

Palaeolithic to 

Medieval 

Prehistoric CROPMARK; CROPMARK The remains of a curvilinear bank is visible 

on aerial photographs. 

MCO6677 MON HALAMANNING - 

Neolithic lithic 

scatter 

LITHIC SCATTER Neolithic Prehistoric FIND 
 

MCO690 FS HALAMANNING - 

Prehistoric findspot 

FINDSPOT Prehistoric Prehistoric FIND 
 

MCO8425 MON RETALLACK - Iron 

Age round, Romano 

British round 

ROUND? Early Iron Age to 

Romano British 

Prehistoric DOCUMENTARY EVIDENCE A C17 map shows 'Old Castle' in the 

tenement of Retallack but there are no 

remains of a round. 

MCO7868 MON COLENSO - Iron Age 

round, Romano 

British round 

ROUND? Early Iron Age to 

Romano British 

Prehistoric DOCUMENTARY EVIDENCE The field-name 'Gears' suggests the site of a 

round but there are no remains. 

MCO2938 MON KENNEGGY DOWNS 

- Bronze Age barrow 

BARROW? Bronze Age Prehistoric DOCUMENTARY EVIDENCE The place-name 'Greenbearry' suggests the 

site of a barrow but there are no remains. 
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MCO7557 MON ACTON CASTLE - Iron 

Age round, Romano 

British round 

ROUND? Early Iron Age to 

Romano British 

Prehistoric DOCUMENTARY EVIDENCE The field-name 'Round Field' suggests the 

site of a round but there are no remains. 

MCO35694 MON CUDDEN POINT - 

Prehistoric 

enclosure, Undated 

enclosure 

 
 

ENCLOSURE?; 

ENCLOSURE? 

Unknown to Late 

Iron Age 

Prehistoric EXTANT STRUCTURE; 

EXTANT STRUCTURE 

A small subcircular banked enclosure, 17m 

across, is visible as earthworks on vertical 

aerial photographs. 

MCO35680 MON CUDDEN POINT - 

Prehistoric field 

system, Early 

Medieval field 

system, Undated 

field system 

FIELD SYSTEM; 

FIELD SYSTEM; 

FIELD SYSTEM 

Palaeolithic to 

Modern 

Prehistoric EXTANT STRUCTURE; 

EXTANT STRUCTURE; 

EXTANT STRUCTURE 

 

MCO60569 MON CUDDEN POINT - 

Possible Bronze Age 

cairn 

CAIRN? Bronze Age Prehistoric EARTHWORK A possible cairn on the rocky spine of 

Cudden Point is difficult to date but may be 

of Bronze Age date. 

MCO60572 MON CUDDEN POINT - 

Possible Iron Age 

cliff castle 

CLIFF CASTLE? Iron Age Prehistoric EARTHWORK A potential cliff castle at Cudden Point with 

earthwork ditches cutting off the headland 

were identified during the NMP and the 

earthworks have been confirmed by 

fieldwork. 
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MonUID Type Name MonType Period PeriodFrom Form Summary 

MCO27170 MON ST HILARY - Romano 

British milestone 

MILESTONE Romano British Romano 

British 
 

EXTANT STRUCTURE A Roman milestone found in 1854, built into 

the foundations of the chancel of St Hilary 

church. 
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MonUID Type Name MonType Period PeriodFrom Form Summary 

MCO17293 MON TREGILLIOWE - Early 

Medieval 

settlement, 

Medieval settlement 

SETTLEMENT?; 

SETTLEMENT 

Early Medieval to 

Medieval 

Early 

Medieval 

DOCUMENTARY EVIDENCE; 

DOCUMENTARY EVIDENCE 

The settlement of Tregilliowe is first 

recorded as "Tregillyou" in 1284. 

MCO17887 MON TREVENEAGE - Early 

Medieval 

settlement, 

Medieval settlement 

SETTLEMENT?; 

SETTLEMENT 

Early Medieval to 

Medieval 

Early 

Medieval 

DOCUMENTARY EVIDENCE; 

DOCUMENTARY EVIDENCE 

The settlement of Treveneage is first 

recorded as 'Trevaenek' in 1284. 

MCO7192 MON TREVENEAGE - Early 

Medieval inscribed 

stone 

INSCRIBED STONE Early Medieval Early 

Medieval 

DEMOLISHED STRUCTURE The site of a defaced inscribed stone used 

as a farmyard gatepost. 

MCO17834 MON TREVARTHIAN - Early 

Medieval 

settlement, 

Medieval settlement 
 

SETTLEMENT?; 

SETTLEMENT 

Early Medieval to 

Medieval 

Early 

Medieval 

DOCUMENTARY EVIDENCE; 

DOCUMENTARY EVIDENCE 

Trevarthian is first recorded in 1209. 

MCO18037 MON TREWHELLA - Early 

Medieval 

settlement, 

Medieval settlement 

SETTLEMENT?; 

SETTLEMENT 

Early Medieval to 

Medieval 

Early 

Medieval 

DOCUMENTARY EVIDENCE; 

DOCUMENTARY EVIDENCE 

The settlement of Trewhella is first recorded 

as "Trewyla" in 1243. 

MCO17596 MON TRENEWJACK - Early 

Medieval 

settlement, 

Medieval settlement 

SETTLEMENT?; 

SETTLEMENT 

Early Medieval to 

Medieval 

Early 

Medieval 

DOCUMENTARY EVIDENCE; 

DOCUMENTARY EVIDENCE 

The settlement of Trenewjack is first 

recorded as "Tremneekvian" c1525. 

MCO36009 MON KESTAL - Early 

Medieval field 

system, Medieval 

field system 

FIELD SYSTEM; 

FIELD SYSTEM 

Early Medieval to 

Modern 

Early 

Medieval 

EXTANT STRUCTURE; 

EXTANT STRUCTURE 
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MCO17258 MON TREGEMBO - Early 

Medieval 

settlement, 

Medieval settlement 

SETTLEMENT?; 

SETTLEMENT 

Early Medieval to 

Medieval 

Early 

Medieval 

DOCUMENTARY EVIDENCE; 

DOCUMENTARY EVIDENCE 

The settlement of Tregembo is first 

recorded as "Treeygemb" in 1245. 

MCO17454 MON TRELEASE - Early 

Medieval 

settlement, 

Medieval settlement 

SETTLEMENT?; 

SETTLEMENT 

Early Medieval to 

Medieval 

Early 

Medieval 

DOCUMENTARY EVIDENCE; 

DOCUMENTARY EVIDENCE 

The settlement of Trelease is first recorded 

as "Tredeles" in 1327. 

MCO36008 MON TREGEMBO - Early 

Medieval field 

system, Medieval 

field system 

FIELD SYSTEM; 

FIELD SYSTEM 

Early Medieval to 

Modern 

Early 

Medieval 

CROPMARK; CROPMARK 
 

MCO27115 MON PLAIN AN GWARRY - 

Early Medieval 

stamping mill 

STAMPING MILL? Early Medieval to 

Modern 

Early 

Medieval 

DOCUMENTARY EVIDENCE 
 

MCO17383 MON TREGURTHA - Early 

Medieval 

settlement, 

Medieval settlement 

SETTLEMENT?; 

SETTLEMENT 

Early Medieval to 

Medieval 

Early 

Medieval 

DOCUMENTARY EVIDENCE; 

DOCUMENTARY EVIDENCE 

The settlement of Tregurtha is first recorded 

as "Tregurthuan" in 1358. 

MCO27165 MON ST HILARY - Early 

Medieval field 

system 

FIELD SYSTEM Early Medieval to 

Modern 

Early 

Medieval 

DOCUMENTARY EVIDENCE 
 

MCO51083 MON TREVABYN - Early 

Medieval pit 

PIT Early Medieval to 

Modern 

Early 

Medieval 

CROPMARK A series of 4 pits were plotted by the NMP 

MCO7178 BLD ST HILARY - Early 

Medieval inscribed 

stone 

INSCRIBED STONE Early Medieval Early 

Medieval 

EXTANT STRUCTURE A well preserved inscribed pillar stone, 1.9m 

high, now on the east side of the path to the 

south porch. 
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MCO27173 MON HALAMANNING - 

Early Medieval 

pound 

POUND? Early Medieval to 

Modern 

Early 

Medieval 

DOCUMENTARY EVIDENCE 
 

MCO16851 MON ST HILARY - Early 

Medieval 

settlement, 

Medieval settlement 

SETTLEMENT?; 

SETTLEMENT 

Early Medieval to 

Medieval 

Early 

Medieval 

DOCUMENTARY EVIDENCE; 

DOCUMENTARY EVIDENCE 

The settlement and church of St Hilary are 

first documented in 1205, as "de Sancto 

Elarlo". 

MCO17797 MON TREVABYN - Early 

Medieval 

settlement, 

Medieval settlement 

SETTLEMENT?; 

SETTLEMENT 

Early Medieval to 

Medieval 

Early 

Medieval 

DOCUMENTARY EVIDENCE; 

DOCUMENTARY EVIDENCE 

The settlement of Trevabyn is first recorded 

as "Tremabun" c1204. 

MCO35688 MON GREEBERRY - Early 

Medieval field 

system 

FIELD SYSTEM Early Medieval to 

Modern 

Early 

Medieval 

EXTANT STRUCTURE 
 

MCO35662 MON GREENBERRY - Early 

Medieval bank 

(earthwork) 

BANK 

(EARTHWORK) 

Early Medieval to 

Modern 

Early 

Medieval 

EXTANT STRUCTURE 
 

MCO17551 MON TRENALLS - Early 

Medieval 

settlement, 

Medieval settlement 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

SETTLEMENT?; 

SETTLEMENT 

Early Medieval to 

Medieval 

Early 

Medieval 

DOCUMENTARY EVIDENCE; 

DOCUMENTARY EVIDENCE 

The settlement of Trenalls is first recorded 

in 1302. 
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MonUID Type Name MonType Period PeriodFrom Form Summary 

MCO13736 MON CARBOWS - 

Medieval settlement 

SETTLEMENT Medieval Medieval DOCUMENTARY EVIDENCE The settlement of Carbows is first recorded 

as "Cauceam" in 1284. 

MCO36050 MON PENBERTHY - 

Medieval field 

boundary, Post 

Medieval field 

boundary 

FIELD BOUNDARY; 

FIELD BOUNDARY 

Medieval to 19th 

Century 

Medieval EXTANT STRUCTURE; 

EXTANT STRUCTURE 

 

MCO5621 MON PENBERTHY - 

Medieval cross 

CROSS? Medieval Medieval DOCUMENTARY EVIDENCE The field-names 'Park Grouse' and 'Cross 

Field' suggest the site of a cross but there 

are no remains. 

MCO14399 MON ENNYS - Medieval 

settlement 

SETTLEMENT Medieval Medieval DOCUMENTARY EVIDENCE The settlement of Ennys is first recorded as 

"Enes" in 1311. 

MCO13996 MON CHYPONS - Medieval 

bridge, Medieval 

settlement 

BRIDGE?; 

SETTLEMENT? 

Medieval Medieval DOCUMENTARY EVIDENCE; 

DOCUMENTARY EVIDENCE 

The field-name 'Parke Chypons' in the C14 

suggests the site of a settlement and a 

bridge. 

MCO10981 MON TREVENEAGUE - 

Medieval chapel, 

Post Medieval house 

CHAPEL; HOUSE Medieval to 19th 

Century 

Medieval DOCUMENTARY EVIDENCE; 

DOCUMENTARY EVIDENCE 

Adams recorded that a licence for an 

oratory or chapel at Treveneage was 

granted in 1381. 

MCO9755 MON TREVARTHIAN 

BRIDGE - Medieval 

bridge 

BRIDGE Medieval Medieval DOCUMENTARY EVIDENCE 
 

MCO6179 MON TREWHELLA - 

Medieval cross 

CROSS Medieval Medieval DEMOLISHED STRUCTURE A cross now at St Hilary churchyard, 

formerly stood at Trewhella. 

MCO10979 MON TREVARTHIAN - 

Medieval chapel, 

Medieval house 

CHAPEL; HOUSE Medieval Medieval DOCUMENTARY EVIDENCE; 

DOCUMENTARY EVIDENCE 

A licence for a chapel was granted to John 

Trevardyan in 1370. 
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MCO6013 MON TRELEASE - Medieval 

cross 

CROSS? Medieval Medieval DOCUMENTARY EVIDENCE The field-name 'Park Crow' suggests the site 

of a cross but there are no remains. 

MCO9693 BLD RELUBBUS - 

Medieval bridge, 

Post Medieval 

bridge, Post 

Medieval pump 

BRIDGE; BRIDGE; 

PUMP 

Medieval to 19th 

Century 

Medieval DOCUMENTARY EVIDENCE; 

EXTANT STRUCTURE; 

EXTANT STRUCTURE 

Relubbus West Bridge, a historic crossing 

place over the Hayle River for at least six 

centuries and possibly part of a road route. 

The present bridge is C19 as is the water 

pump. 

MCO16551 MON RELUBBUS - 

Medieval settlement 

SETTLEMENT Medieval Medieval DOCUMENTARY EVIDENCE The settlement of Relubbus is recorded as 

"Reslehoubes" in 1250. 

MCO51489 MON PLAIN AN GWARRY - 

Medieval plain an 

gwarry 

PLAIN AN 

GWARRY? 

Medieval Medieval CROPMARK The possible remains of a plain an gwarry 

are visible on aerial photographs. 

MCO15133 MON KESTAL - Medieval 

settlement 
 

SETTLEMENT Medieval Medieval DOCUMENTARY EVIDENCE The settlement of Kestal is first recorded in 

1327. 

MCO106 MON PLAIN AN GWARRY - 

Medieval plain an 

gwarry 

PLAIN AN 

GWARRY? 

Medieval Medieval DOCUMENTARY EVIDENCE The place-name of Plain-an-Gwarry suggests 

the site of a medieval playing place. 

MCO6471 BLD ST HILARY - 

Medieval church 

CHURCH Medieval Medieval EXTANT STRUCTURE St Hilary parish church. 

MCO5827 MON ST HILARY - 

Medieval cross 

CROSS Medieval Medieval EXTANT STRUCTURE A cross from Trewhella now on the west 

side of the path opposite the south porch of 

the church. 

MCO5826 MON ST HILARY - 

Medieval cross 

CROSS Medieval Medieval EXTANT STRUCTURE A cross now standing on the east side of the 

path to the south porch, formerly at 

Trevabyn. 

MCO5828 MON ST HILARY - 

Medieval cross 

CROSS Medieval Medieval EXTANT STRUCTURE A cross slab standing by the southern 

entrance to the churchyard. 
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MCO16570 MON RETALLACK - 

Medieval settlement 

SETTLEMENT Medieval Medieval DOCUMENTARY EVIDENCE The settlement of Retallack is first recorded 

in the early C13. 

MCO5934 MON TREVABYN - 

Medieval cross 

CROSS Medieval Medieval DEMOLISHED STRUCTURE The former location of a cross now in St 

Hilary churchyard. 

MCO51073 MON VENTON HALL - 

Medieval shaft 

SHAFT Medieval Medieval EXTANT STRUCTURE Two earth mounds visible on aerial 

photographs are possibly the remains of 

shafts. 

MCO9654 MON PENPONS - Medieval 

bridge 

 

 
 

BRIDGE? Medieval Medieval DOCUMENTARY EVIDENCE 
 

MCO28638 MON BOSTRAZE - 

Medieval blowing 

house, Post 

Medieval blowing 

house 

BLOWING HOUSE? Medieval to 19th 

Century 

Medieval DOCUMENTARY EVIDENCE 
 

MCO13998 MON CHYRASE - Medieval 

settlement 

SETTLEMENT Medieval Medieval DOCUMENTARY EVIDENCE The settlement of Chyrase is first recorded 

as "Chyres" in 1530. 

MCO5555 MON MILLPOOL - 

Medieval cross 

CROSS Medieval Medieval EXTANT STRUCTURE A cross base built into a hedge, probably 

associated with 'Park an Grouse' field-

names nearby. 

MCO5556 MON MILLPOOL - 

Medieval cross 

CROSS? Medieval Medieval DOCUMENTARY EVIDENCE A group of fields with the field-name 'Park 

an Grouse', probably linked with a cross 

base built into a hedge nearby. 

MCO36003 MON LOWER COLENSO - 

Medieval field 

system 
 

FIELD SYSTEM Medieval Medieval CROPMARK 
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MCO14054 MON COLENSO - Medieval 

settlement 

SETTLEMENT Medieval Medieval DOCUMENTARY EVIDENCE The settlement of Colenso is first recorded 

as "Calensou" in 1327. 
 

MCO10157 MON ROSUDGEON - 

Medieval chapel 

CHAPEL Medieval Medieval DEMOLISHED STRUCTURE The site of a chapel of St Anne, mentioned 

in 1440, with a possible associated 

cemetery. 

MCO21360 MON ROSEUDGEON - 

Medieval field 

system, Post 

Medieval field 

system 

FIELD SYSTEM; 

FIELD SYSTEM 

Medieval to 19th 

Century 

Medieval DOCUMENTARY EVIDENCE; 

DOCUMENTARY EVIDENCE 

 

MCO16687 MON ROSUDGEON - 

Medieval settlement 

SETTLEMENT Medieval Medieval DOCUMENTARY EVIDENCE The settlement of Rosudgeon is first 

recorded as "Rosesyon" in 1284. 

MCO21327 MON PRUSSIA COVE - 

Medieval field 

system, Post 

Medieval field 

system 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

FIELD SYSTEM; 

FIELD SYSTEM 

Medieval to 19th 

Century 

Medieval EXTANT STRUCTURE; 

EXTANT STRUCTURE 
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MonUID Type Name MonType Period PeriodFrom Form Summary 

MCO27177 MON CARBIS - Post 

Medieval stamping 

mill 

STAMPING MILL 18th Century Post 

Medieval 

DOCUMENTARY EVIDENCE 
 

MCO27171 MON CARBIS MILL - Post 

Medieval corn mill 

CORN MILL Post Medieval Post 

Medieval 

EXTANT STRUCTURE Henderson notes that Carbis Mill is 

mentioned in 1650. 

MCO28742 MON FRYTHENS - Post 

Medieval quarry 

QUARRY Post Medieval Post 

Medieval 

DOCUMENTARY EVIDENCE 
 

MCO52170 MON PENBERTHY CROSS - 

Post Medieval 

nonconformist 

chapel 

NONCONFORMIST 

CHAPEL 

Post Medieval Post 

Medieval 

EXTANT STRUCTURE 
 

MCO51094 MON NORTH 

TREVENEAGUE - 

Post Medieval 

extractive pit 

EXTRACTIVE PIT Post Medieval Post 

Medieval 

EXTANT STRUCTURE Up to 25 extractive pits are visible on aerial 

photographs. 

MCO51092 MON NORTH 

TREVENEAGUE - 

Post Medieval 

extractive pit 

EXTRACTIVE PIT Post Medieval Post 

Medieval 

EXTANT STRUCTURE The remains of a series of extractive pits are 

visible on aerial photographs. 

MCO36062 MON PENBERTHY CROFT - 

Post Medieval mine 

MINE Post Medieval Post 

Medieval 

EXTANT STRUCTURE A mine dating from the eighteenth century 

which worked until 1843 producing tin and 

copper 

MCO51091 MON TREGILLIOWE - Post 

Medieval extractive 

pit 

EXTRACTIVE PIT Post Medieval Post 

Medieval 

EXTANT STRUCTURE A series of five extractive pits are visible on 

aerial photographs. 
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MCO12085 MON ENNYS WHEAL 

VIRGIN - Post 

Medieval mine 

MINE 19th Century to 

20th Century 

Post 

Medieval 

DOCUMENTARY EVIDENCE An unsuccessful copper mine that was 

operation in the early nineteenth century 

and later worked in conjunction with Gurlyn 

MCO12380 MON PENBERTHY CROFT - 

Post Medieval mine 

MINE 18th Century to 

19th Century 

Post 

Medieval 

DOCUMENTARY EVIDENCE 
 

MCO12690 MON TREVARTHIAN 

DOWNS - Post 

Medieval mine 

MINE 19th Century to 

Unknown 

Post 

Medieval 

EXTANT STRUCTURE Trevarthian Downs Mine probably dates to 

the late eighteenth century and produced 

copper, tin and mispickel 

MCO12703 MON TREVENEAGE - Post 

Medieval mine 

MINE Post Medieval Post 

Medieval 

DOCUMENTARY EVIDENCE 
 

MCO12919 MON WHEAL FANCY - Post 

Medieval mine 

MINE 19th Century to 

Unknown 

Post 

Medieval 

DOCUMENTARY EVIDENCE Wheal Fancy was later incorporated into 

Penberthy Croft 

MCO51087 MON TREVENEAGUE - 

Post Medieval 

mound 

MOUND? Post Medieval Post 

Medieval 

EXTANT STRUCTURE The remains of a round mound is visible on 

aerial photographs. 

MCO27124 MON TREVARTHIAN - Post 

Medieval leat 

LEAT Post Medieval Post 

Medieval 

DOCUMENTARY EVIDENCE 
 

MCO28730 MON TREVARTHIAN - Post 

Medieval quarry 

QUARRY Post Medieval Post 

Medieval 

DOCUMENTARY EVIDENCE 
 

MCO36046 MON RELUBBUS - Post 

Medieval spoil heap 

SPOIL HEAP Post Medieval Post 

Medieval 

EXTANT STRUCTURE 
 

MCO28760 MON PENBERTHY CROFT - 

Post Medieval 

quarry 

QUARRY Post Medieval Post 

Medieval 

DOCUMENTARY EVIDENCE 
 

MCO51086 MON TREVENEAGUE - 

Post Medieval 

mound 

MOUND? Post Medieval Post 

Medieval 

CROPMARK A cropmark mound is visible on aerial 

photographs and may be mining related. 
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MCO39766 MON PROSPER UNITED - 

Post Medieval mine 

MINE Post Medieval Post 

Medieval 

EXTANT STRUCTURE An eighteenth century copper mine which 

worked sporadically in the early nineteenth 

century and  reopened on a grand scale in 

the 1860s for tin and copper 

MCO28733 MON TREVARTHIAN - Post 

Medieval quarry 

QUARRY Post Medieval Post 

Medieval 

DOCUMENTARY EVIDENCE 
 

MCO48415 BLD RELUBBUS - Post 

Medieval bridge 

BRIDGE 18th Century Post 

Medieval 

EXTANT STRUCTURE A circa late C18 or early C19 road bridge 

over the River Hayle is recorded on the 1st 

Edition OS map c1880. 

MCO32901 MON RELUBBUS - Post 

Medieval 

nonconformist 

chapel 

NONCONFORMIST 

CHAPEL 

19th Century to 

Unknown 

Post 

Medieval 

EXTANT STRUCTURE Wesleyan chapel now converted to house 

and altered. 

MCO9267 MON RELUBBUS - Post 

Medieval 

blacksmiths 

workshop 

BLACKSMITHS 

WORKSHOP 

Post Medieval Post 

Medieval 

DOCUMENTARY EVIDENCE 
 

MCO27168 MON RELUBBUS - Post 

Medieval stamping 

mill 

STAMPING MILL 18th Century Post 

Medieval 

DOCUMENTARY EVIDENCE A stamping mill at Relubbus is shown on a 

plan dated 1791. There is some confusion 

between this site and a grist mill 

MCO27167 MON RELUBBUS - Post 

Medieval corn mill 

CORN MILL Post Medieval Post 

Medieval 

DOCUMENTARY EVIDENCE Leases for a mill at Relubbus date between 

1743 and 1886. 

MCO39665 MON EAST TREGEMBO - 

Post Medieval mine 

MINE 19th Century Post 

Medieval 

DOCUMENTARY EVIDENCE 
 

MCO12971 MON WHEAL GWALLOW - 

Post Medieval mine 

MINE Post Medieval Post 

Medieval 

DOCUMENTARY EVIDENCE 
 

MCO28743 MON GWALLON - Post 

Medieval quarry 

QUARRY Post Medieval Post 

Medieval 

DOCUMENTARY EVIDENCE 
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MCO28768 MON RELUBBUS - Post 

Medieval stamping 

mill 

STAMPING MILL Post Medieval Post 

Medieval 

DOCUMENTARY EVIDENCE 
 

MCO12627 MON TREGEMBO - Post 

Medieval mine 

MINE 19th Century Post 

Medieval 

DOCUMENTARY EVIDENCE Tregembo mine was in operation between 

1883 and 1888, producing 112 tons of black 

tin as well as copper and mispickel. 

MCO12970 MON WHEAL GWALLOW - 

Post Medieval mine 

MINE Post Medieval Post 

Medieval 

DOCUMENTARY EVIDENCE 
 

MCO13090 MON WHEAL PROSPER - 

Post Medieval mine 

MINE 18th Century to 

19th Century 

Post 

Medieval 

DOCUMENTARY EVIDENCE 
 

MCO28731 MON TREVABYN - Post 

Medieval quarry 

QUARRY Post Medieval Post 

Medieval 

DOCUMENTARY EVIDENCE 
 

MCO39679 MON GWALLON - Post 

Medieval mine 

MINE Post Medieval Post 

Medieval 

EXTANT STRUCTURE A small tin mine that worked in the mid 

nineteenth century 

MCO52455 MON WHEAL RODNEY - 

Post Medieval 

engine house 

ENGINE HOUSE 19th Century Post 

Medieval 

EXTANT STRUCTURE  A pumping engine house that is situated at 

Wheal Rodney. 

MCO27166 MON TRELEASE - Post 

Medieval workhouse 

WORKHOUSE 19th Century Post 

Medieval 

DOCUMENTARY EVIDENCE The south west part of the present 

farmhouse could be part of an 1840 

workhouse. 

MCO27164 MON RELUBBUS - Post 

Medieval stamping 

mill 

STAMPING MILL 19th Century Post 

Medieval 

DEMOLISHED STRUCTURE 
 

MCO28740 MON TREGURTHA DOWNS 

- Post Medieval 

quarry 

QUARRY Post Medieval Post 

Medieval 

DOCUMENTARY EVIDENCE 
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MCO12969 MON WHEAL GUSKUS - 

Post Medieval mine 

MINE 19th Century Post 

Medieval 

DOCUMENTARY EVIDENCE Wheal Guskus (also known as Anna or Anna 

and Guskas) was worked in the mid-19th 

century for copper and tin. 

MCO39908 MON WHEAL TREVABYN - 

Post Medieval mine 

MINE 19th Century Post 

Medieval 

DOCUMENTARY EVIDENCE A small and unsuccessful copper mine at 

work sporadically between 1826-1832 

MCO16318 MON PLAIN AN GWARRY - 

Post Medieval 

settlement 

SETTLEMENT Post Medieval Post 

Medieval 

DOCUMENTARY EVIDENCE The settlement of Plain-an-Gwarry is first 

recorded in 1787. 

MCO39868 MON WHEAL ANNA - Post 

Medieval mine 

MINE Post Medieval Post 

Medieval 

DOCUMENTARY EVIDENCE A copper producer worked in conjunction 

with Wheal Guskus in the mid nineteenth 

century. 

MCO12939 MON WHEAL FRIENDSHIP 

- Post Medieval 

mine 

MINE Post Medieval Post 

Medieval 

EXTANT STRUCTURE Worked sporadically throughout the 

nineteenth century this tin and copper mine 

was a leading copper producer in the early 

nineteenth century 

MCO13108 MON WHEAL RODNEY - 

Post Medieval mine 

MINE 19th Century Post 

Medieval 

DOCUMENTARY EVIDENCE 
 

MCO51082 MON TREGURTHA DOWNS 

- Post Medieval spoil 

heap 
 

SPOIL HEAP Post Medieval Post 

Medieval 

EXTANT STRUCTURE The remains of mining activities are visible 

on aerial photographs. 

MCO52970 BLD ST HILARY - Post 

Medieval school 

SCHOOL 19th Century to 

Unknown 

Post 

Medieval 

EXTANT STRUCTURE School over stables on southern edge of the 

circular burial ground of St Hilary's Church. 

Rectangular plan with 4 stable doorways to front 

of ground floor, flight of external steps to east 

end leading to a gabled porch at rear. 

MCO27179 MON RETALLACK - Post 

Medieval counting 

house 

COUNTING HOUSE 19th Century Post 

Medieval 

DOCUMENTARY EVIDENCE 
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MCO51081 MON TREGURTHA DOWNS 

- Post Medieval 

stream works 

STREAMWORKS Post Medieval Post 

Medieval 

EXTANT STRUCTURE Stream working activities are visible as a 

series of linear low earth banks on aerial 

photographs. 

MCO26517 MON TREGURTHA DOWNS 

- Post Medieval 

calciner 

CALCINER 19th Century Post 

Medieval 

EXTANT STRUCTURE Remains of a ruined calciner and associated 

stack at Tregurtha Downs. 

MCO28759 MON HALAMANNING - 

Post Medieval gravel 

pit 

GRAVEL PIT Post Medieval Post 

Medieval 

DOCUMENTARY EVIDENCE 
 

MCO27172 MON RETALLACK MILLS - 

Post Medieval corn 

mill 

CORN MILL 19th Century Post 

Medieval 

DEMOLISHED STRUCTURE The Tithe map for St Hilary records a 

"homestead and mill" at Retallack. 

MCO12160 MON HALAMANNING - 

Post Medieval mine 

MINE Post Medieval Post 

Medieval 

DOCUMENTARY EVIDENCE Halamanning was worked in conjunction, at 

various times, with both Retallack and Croft 

Gothal. 

MCO12474 MON RETALLACK - Post 

Medieval mine 

MINE 19th Century Post 

Medieval 

DOCUMENTARY EVIDENCE Retallack mine was in operation in 

conjunction with Halamanning Mine in the 

late eighteenth century and raised 

considerable amounts of copper. 

MCO28732 MON TREVABYN - Post 

Medieval quarry 

QUARRY Post Medieval Post 

Medieval 

DOCUMENTARY EVIDENCE 
 

MCO28764 MON HIGHER DOWNS - 

Post Medieval 

quarry 

QUARRY Post Medieval Post 

Medieval 

DOCUMENTARY EVIDENCE 
 

MCO9325 MON ST HILARY - Post 

Medieval 

blacksmiths 

workshop 

BLACKSMITHS 

WORKSHOP 

Post Medieval Post 

Medieval 

DOCUMENTARY EVIDENCE A smithy at the east end of Turnpike Road, 

to the east of St Hilary village is recorded on 

the 1st Edition 1:2500 OS map c1876. 
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MCO28769 MON LOWER DOWNS - 

Post Medieval 

quarry 

QUARRY Post Medieval Post 

Medieval 

DOCUMENTARY EVIDENCE 
 

MCO26516 MON TREGURTHA DOWNS 

- Post Medieval 

engine house 
 

ENGINE HOUSE 19th Century Post 

Medieval 

EXTANT STRUCTURE 80-inch pumping engine house built in 1882, 

converted to a dwelling in 1983. 

MCO12645 MON TREGURTHA DOWNS 

- Post Medieval 

mine 

MINE 19th Century Post 

Medieval 

EXTANT STRUCTURE Also known as Wheal Helena and worked at 

times in connexion with Owen Vean and 

Wheal Hampton. 

MCO27178 MON RETALLACK - Post 

Medieval stamping 

mill 

STAMPING MILL? Post Medieval Post 

Medieval 

DOCUMENTARY EVIDENCE 
 

MCO14511 MON GEARS - Post 

Medieval settlement 

SETTLEMENT Post Medieval Post 

Medieval 

DOCUMENTARY EVIDENCE The settlement of Gears is first recorded as 

"Gaier juxta Golsidne" in 1570. 

MCO39677 MON GEARS - Post 

Medieval mine 

MINE Post Medieval Post 

Medieval 

DOCUMENTARY EVIDENCE 
 

MCO39888 MON WHEAL PARK - Post 

Medieval mine 

MINE Post Medieval Post 

Medieval 

DOCUMENTARY EVIDENCE 
 

MCO11987 MON CROFT GOTHAL - 

Post Medieval mine 

MINE Post Medieval Post 

Medieval 

DOCUMENTARY EVIDENCE Croft Gothal mine worked for tin with 

Halamanning in the mid nineteenth century. 

MCO32900 MON HALAMANNING - 

Post Medieval 

nonconformist 

chapel 

NONCONFORMIST 

CHAPEL 

19th Century to 

Unknown 

Post 

Medieval 

EXTANT STRUCTURE 
 

MCO13003 MON WHEAL JEW - Post 

Medieval mine 

MINE Post Medieval Post 

Medieval 

DOCUMENTARY EVIDENCE 
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MCO36004 MON PERRAN DOWNS - 

Post Medieval 

settlement 

SETTLEMENT 19th Century Post 

Medieval 

DEMOLISHED STRUCTURE A field boundary of a settlement of C19 

miners' cottages, recorded on the 1880 

edition OS map, is visible as cropmarks on 

vertical aerial photographs. 

MCO28756 MON HALAMANNING - 

Post Medieval 

quarry 

QUARRY Post Medieval Post 

Medieval 

DOCUMENTARY EVIDENCE 
 

MCO12229 MON LEEDS - Post 

Medieval mine 

MINE 19th Century Post 

Medieval 

DOCUMENTARY EVIDENCE 
 

MCO27175 MON MILLPOOL - Post 

Medieval stamping 

mill 

STAMPING MILL 19th Century Post 

Medieval 

DOCUMENTARY EVIDENCE 
 

MCO28755 MON MILLPOOL - Post 

Medieval stamping 

mill 

STAMPING MILL Post Medieval Post 

Medieval 

DOCUMENTARY EVIDENCE 
 

MCO39792 MON SOUTH GREAT 

WORK - Post 

Medieval mine 

MINE Post Medieval Post 

Medieval 

EXTANT STRUCTURE A small tin mine operational in the 1870s 

MCO12265 MON MILLPOOL - Post 

Medieval mine 

MINE 19th Century Post 

Medieval 

DOCUMENTARY EVIDENCE Active in the 1850s and 60s, Millpool was a 

tin producer but a victim of the depression 

in the tin industry caused by the American 

Civil War. 

 
 

MCO12532 MON SOUTH GREAT 

WORK - Post 

Medieval mine 

MINE 19th Century Post 

Medieval 

DOCUMENTARY EVIDENCE 
 

MCO32902 MON ROSUDGEON - Post 

Medieval 

NONCONFORMIST 

CHAPEL 

19th Century Post 

Medieval 

EXTANT STRUCTURE A Bible Christian Chapel is recorded on the 

2nd Edition OS map c1907. 
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nonconformist 

chapel 

MCO12968 MON WHEAL GRYLLS - 

Post Medieval mine 

MINE 19th Century Post 

Medieval 

DOCUMENTARY EVIDENCE 
 

MCO32903 BLD ROSUDGEON - Post 

Medieval 

nonconformist 

chapel 

NONCONFORMIST 

CHAPEL 

19th Century to 

Unknown 

Post 

Medieval 

EXTANT STRUCTURE 
 

MCO35684 MON ROSUDGEON - Post 

Medieval trackway 

TRACKWAY Post Medieval Post 

Medieval 

CROPMARK 
 

MCO52453 BLD GEORGIA - Post 

Medieval engine 

house 

ENGINE HOUSE 19th Century Post 

Medieval 

EXTANT STRUCTURE A pumping engine house that is situated at 

Wheal Georgia. 

MCO35686 MON ROSUDGEON - Post 

Medieval extractive 

pit 

EXTRACTIVE PIT Post Medieval Post 

Medieval 

EXTANT STRUCTURE A small extractive pit, possible a quarry, is 

recorded on the 1st Edition 1:2500 OS map 

c1880 to the south of Wheal Georgia on 

Rosudgeon Common. 

MCO12100 MON GEORGIA - Post 

Medieval mine 

MINE 19th Century Post 

Medieval 

DOCUMENTARY EVIDENCE This mine later worked with Great Western 

Mines. 

MCO35673 MON PRUSSIA COVE - Post 

Medieval cultivation 

marks 

CULTIVATION 

MARKS 

Post Medieval Post 

Medieval 

CROPMARK 
 

MCO35676 MON BESSYS COVE - Post 

Medieval trackway 

TRACKWAY Post Medieval Post 

Medieval 

EXTANT STRUCTURE 
 

MCO60435 MON PRUSSIA COVE - Post 

Medieval slipway 

SLIPWAY Post Medieval Post 

Medieval 

EXTANT STRUCTURE A slipway at Prussia Cove on the western 

side of Prussia Cove is shown on historic OS 

maps. 
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MCO60295 MON PRUSSIA COVE - Post 

Medieval signal 

station 

SIGNAL STATION Post Medieval Post 

Medieval 

DOCUMENTARY EVIDENCE A 'War Signal Station' is marked on the OS 

2nd edition map on the seaward facing 

slopes to the northeast of Cudden Point. 

MCO58562 BLD PRUSSIA COVE - C19 

fish cellars 

FISH CELLAR 19th Century Post 

Medieval 

EXTANT BUILDING; 

GRANITE; KILLAS; RUBBLE; 

IRON 
 

Extant C19 fish cellars at Prussia Cove with 

fishermen's accommodation 

MCO35674 MON PRUSSIA COVE - Post 

Medieval spoil heap 
 

SPOIL HEAP Post Medieval Post 

Medieval 

EXTANT STRUCTURE 
 

MCO35679 MON CUDDEN POINT - 

Post Medieval 

extractive pit 

EXTRACTIVE PIT Post Medieval Post 

Medieval 

EXTANT STRUCTURE 
 

MCO60571 MON CUDDEN POINT - 

Post Medieval 

quarry 

QUARRY Post Medieval Post 

Medieval 

EARTHWORK A bowl-shaped quarry pit on the east side of 

Cudden Point. 

MCO60570 MON CUDDEN POINT - 

Post Medieval 

prospecting pits 

 

 
 

PROSPECTING PIT Post Medieval Post 

Medieval 

EARTHWORK Two sub-rectangular pits, most likely 

prospecting pits, have been dug into the 

lower slopes of the western flank of Cudden 

Point. 
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MonUID Type Name MonType Period PeriodFrom Form Summary 

MCO51345 MON ST HILARY - Modern 

school 

SCHOOL 20th Century Modern EXTANT STRUCTURE A County Primary school recorded on the OS 

2nd Edition 1:2500 map. 

MCO12974 MON WHEAL HAMPTON - 

Modern mine 

MINE 20th Century to 

World War One 

Modern DOCUMENTARY EVIDENCE Wheal Hampton was associated with Owen 

Vean, Tregurtha Downs and Wheal 

Tremayne and worked as the eastern part of 

Wheal Rodney 

MCO12284 MON NANTURRAS - 

Modern mine 

MINE 20th Century Modern DOCUMENTARY EVIDENCE 
 

MCO60730 MON TRENALLS - Modern 

quarry 

QUARRY Modern Modern EARTHWORK A small quarry at Trenalls recorded on the 

2nd edition OS map is shown on modern 

mapping. 

MCO58564 MON PRUSSIA COVE - C20 

walls, gate piers and 

gates 

WALL; GATE PIER; 

GATE 

20th Century to 

World War One 

Modern EXTANT STRUCTURE; 

GRANITE; EXTANT 

STRUCTURE; GRANITE; 

EXTANT STRUCTURE; 

WOOD 

Walls, stile, gate piers and gates relating to 

Porth-en-Alls House qv.  Circa 1910- 14.  

Granite monolith rubble walls with round 

mortar copings.  Granite monolith gate 

piers.  Hardwood gates. Walls flanking the 

driveway leading to Porth-en-Alls with gat 

MCO60436 BLD PRUSSIA COVE - 

Modern building 

BUILDING Modern Modern EXTANT STRUCTURE A small building opposite the fish cellar at 

Prussia Cove is shown on the 2nd edition OS 

map but is not shown on modern mapping. 

MCO35675 MON PRUSSIA COVE - 

Modern marker post 

MARKER POST 20th Century Modern EXTANT STRUCTURE 
 

MCO35677 MON LITTLE CUDDEN - 

Modern mausoleum 
 

MAUSOLEUM 20th Century Modern EXTANT STRUCTURE The remains of a chapel survive as low walls 

above Little Cudden Point 
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MonUID Type Name MonType Period PeriodFrom Form Summary 

MCO60568 MON CUDDEN POINT - 

Undated boundary 

bank 

BOUNDARY BANK Unknown Undated 
 

A low earth bank cutting off the headland at 

Cudden Point is visible on aerial 

photographs and has been confirmed by 

fieldwork. 

Source: Cornwall Council Heritage Environmental Records 
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The Cornwall and West Devon Mining World Heritage Site Area A3 Tregonning and Gwinear Mining Districts with Trevarras 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.cornishmining.org.uk/media/pdfs/Notable%20Sites%20Maps/a3_tregonning_gwinear_trewavas_mining_district_notable_sites_2019.pdf  

https://www.cornishmining.org.uk/media/pdfs/Notable%20Sites%20Maps/a3_tregonning_gwinear_trewavas_mining_district_notable_sites_2019.pdf
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3. Area A3. The Tregonning and Gwinear Mining Districts with Trewavas  

 

https://www.cornishmining.org.uk/media/Conservation/Management%20Plan/PDFs/Appendix_1-World_Heritage_Site_Area_Statements_A1-A10.pdf   

  

Statement of Outstanding Universal Value  

  

Area A3 (50008’53”N, 05039’21”W) - the largest Area in the Site, this rural landscape is the most southerly of the ‘western’ Areas.  

  

• A landscape and culture of technological ‘firsts’, which is understood to have seen the first metal mine in the world to site a steam pumping engine (Wheal 

Vor), the first to use gunpowder for blasting in Cornish mines (Godolphin Ball, c.1689), the site of pioneering adit drainage (Great Work) and that of the 

first commercial extraction of china-clay and china-stone (Wheal Grey/Tregonning Hill).  

  

• The Area was the location for some of the earliest, largest, and deepest copper and tin mines in the Site, including one of the most important tin mines to 

operate prior to and during the early part of the industrial period, and those demanding the greatest concentration of Newcomen and Watt engines outside 

the Camborne-Redruth- Gwennap Area.  

  

• A landscape of great houses and estates: Godolphin House being the seat of the earliest most successful mine owners, operators and entrepreneurs in 

Cornwall; Clowance being the home of the St Aubyn’s at the heart of the development and exploitation of the mining industry within west Cornwall (some 

members also being important mineralogists and horticulturalists). The Trevarno Estate - acquired by the Wallis family (later Wallis-Pophams), significant 

mining entrepreneurs, later passed to William Bickford-Smith, grandson of the inventor of the safety fuse, in the early 1870s.  

  

• The satellite Area of Trewavas and Wheal Prosper to the south (Area A3ii) is the site of submarine copper mines and possesses some of the most 

strikingly-sited engine houses to be found anywhere within the Site.  

  

• Great Estates reflected in the ‘estate’ settlements of Leedstown and Praze-an-Beeble.  

  

• One of the largest and most important tin openworks (Great Wheal Fortune) within the Site.  

  

  

  

https://www.cornishmining.org.uk/media/Conservation/Management%20Plan/PDFs/Appendix_1-World_Heritage_Site_Area_Statements_A1-A10.pdf
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Supporting discussion and character statements  

  

  

Geography and landscape  

  

A very extensive Area within which the three most identifiable topographical features are Godolphin and Tregonning Hills and the valley of the Hayle River 

to the north-west, the Area’s only significant watercourse, and the cliffscape of Rinsey-Trewavas in the south. All of the rest is undulating plateau. This is 

essentially a rural Area, incorporating long-established farmland, though with significant areas of downland, mine dumps and scattered smallholders’ 

cottages and fields. Large swathes of parkland, representing the great houses and estates of Godolphin, Clowance and Trevarno, further distinguish this 

Area, the effects of these great landowners also extending to estate-influenced settlements such as Praze-an-Beeble and Leedstown. Granite underlies its 

southern third. The stretch of cliff at Trewavas is spectacular, high, its granite bright with light reflected off the sea. Much of the area is agricultural, the 

lower fertile land being generally down to early crops, often under plastic in the spring. The higher ground is used for rough grazing being too exposed for 

crops.  

  

Views  

  

Tregonning and Godolphin hills are the only distinctive elements of this large Area, and there is no single point from which its extent and boundaries can be 

appreciated. From within the Area, the twin hills form key features in almost all views of the landscape, but they are often seen in the distance. From the 

hilltops, particularly from Godolphin Hill, there are views to Areas A2, A4, A5 and A7 and huge panoramas across the Area and towards West Penwith, as 

well as north-west towards the adjoining Areas.   

  

 •  History and character  

  

Mining  

  

This was a historically important early tin mining district, very much centred on Godolphin, which is understood to have figured in the early history of steam 

(Savery, Newcomen and Watt) and was associated with a number of innovations and improvements in mining technology. Later development saw both tin 

and copper mines scattered throughout the Area, with important concentrations of sites around Great Work, Godolphin, Wheal Fortune, Great Wheal Vor, 

and in Gwinear, although smaller scale sites are found elsewhere. The surviving mine buildings are rare, and the Great Wheal Fortune open-work is an 

exceptional example of what was once a more common feature of early tin mining.  

  

Transport  
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No mineral railways were constructed within the Area and the network of small roads was used to link up industrial sites, the gentle topography of the Hayle 

river valley being an important mule train route connecting the mines of the Area with the port of Hayle.  

  

Ancillary industry  

  

No significant ancillary industries were established within the Area though Wheal Vor was notable for being so rich that it possessed its own tin smelter.  

  

Settlement  

  

Most of the Area is rural, generally quite elevated without being particularly hilly and the former downs are interspersed with long-farmed landscapes. The 

Penzance – Helston road is flanked by originally mining-related ribbon development with a scatter of chapels, whilst smallholders’ cottages dot much of the 

landscape. There are no real industrial settlements except for Goldsithney or Leedstown to the west and Praze-an-Beeble to the north-east. Breage is a 

much earlier churchtown, though expanded to accommodate the rising mining population. Within the Area, many cottages have been altered and extended, 

whilst bungalow developments have increased the sizes of settlements like Goldsithney, Leedstown or Godolphin Cross. Much of the alteration of old 

properties and the new buildings constructed along the Marazion to Helston road is somewhat out of keeping with the historic origins of these settlements.  

  

Great houses  

  

Two families, two large country houses, two estates framed this landscape and controlled its wealth over centuries – Clowance and Godolphin. Godolphin 

House has been carefully conserved, and is a particularly important element of this Area, as is Trevarno and its magnificent gardens on the eastern edge of 

the Area.  

  

Mineralogical and ecological importance  

  

The many surviving spoil dumps within the Area provide important habitats and a number are significant for their mineralogy, mineral specimens from mines 

such as Crenver and Abraham, and Wheal Vor, being known throughout the world for nearly 200 years. Type mineral localities and 1st British mineral 

Occurrences are well-represented in the Area. Penberthy Crofts has been designated an SSSI for its mineralogy, containing both important dumps and in 

situ underground exposures.  
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Historical development and character  

  

It is clear that there has been very little landscape development here since mining ended, and the economy of the Area is once again based on agriculture. 

Post-industrial activities, primarily agricultural improvement, have resulted in the loss of much of the built evidence for mining.  

  

The Area remains a patchwork of fields, scrubby downland (often former mine sites), islanded mine shafts, the occasional small settlement and in three 

places, areas of woodland, often walled, which denote the perimeters of its great estates. The cliffscapes in the south, particularly at Wheal Trewavas, 

represent mining archaeology with high integrity.  

  

Communications  

  

There is one main road through the Area (Goldsithney – Leedstown – Praze-an-Beeble), and one along the southern edge (Marazion to Helston), the 

remainder of the roads being little more than small lanes. There is a particularly good network of footpaths, making much of the interior of this Area very 

accessible on foot. By car, however, going through or past the Area is much easier than exploring its interior, and the points from which it might be 

accessed are mostly unclear to visitors, as most signposts indicate only the nearest hamlet.  

  

Notable Sites  

  

Trewavas, Wheal Prosper, Great Work, West Godolphin, Great Wheal Fortune, Tindene, Tregurtha Downs, Tregonning and Godolphin Hills; Godolphin, 

Trevarno, Clowance.  

  

Interpretation Sites  

  

Godolphin House has a modest WHS interpretation facility appropriate to its character and in respect of its location and historical connections with 

pioneering mining technology.  

  

The Tregonning and Gwinear Mining Districts with Trewavas - Area Character Statement  

  

Godolphin and Tregonning Hills are the granite hubs of this extensive, rural area where industrialisation was driven by the search for both tin and copper 

over many centuries, much of this under the direction of the two great estates of Godolphin and Clowance. The landscape is generally level, dominated by 

the two granite hills of Tregonning and Godolphin in the south, and by the valley of the River Hayle to the north.  

  

Although mining played a very significant role in the development of this Area, this being the first location in Britain where gunpowder was used for blasting 

rock (c.1689), the first to site a beam pumping engine on a metal mine, where the first commercial extraction of china-clay took place, and which includes 
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one of the most important tin mines to operate prior to and during the early part of the industrial period, many of its industrial buildings have been 

demolished, and those that remain are now widely-dispersed. Mine sites are common, however and some provide important ecological habitats.  

  

The character of this essentially rural landscape is the result of an intimate mixture of long- established farmland, more recent mineworkers’ smallholdings, 

the enclosed estates, woodland and gardens of the great houses, areas of uncultivated hilly downland, dotted with mine shafts, the occasional engine 

house, and scrubbed-over mine sites, some of the last being very extensive. There are only three settlements of any size – Goldsithney to the west, 

Leedstown and Praze-an- Beeble to the north-east. The central part of the Area, a landscape of narrow, twisting lanes, is dotted with smallholders’ 

cottages, long-established farmsteads and the occasional short row of mineworkers’ cottages, the road from Praze-an-Beeble to Marazion being its only 

major highway.  

  

Three great houses and their estates lie within the eastern part of the Area. Godolphin, formerly the seat of Sir Francis Godolphin, one of the predominant 

figures in the development of tin mining in Cornwall in the late 16th and early 17th century, passed to the Dukes of Leeds during the later 17th century, 

these successors proving equally important within the development of the industry. The conserved house is Grade I Listed and set within woodland and the 

extensive farmland of its former estate. To the north-east, Clowance was the home of the St Aubyn’s from the 14th century (later the Molesworth-St 

Aubyn’s), another important family at the heart of the development and exploitation of the mining industry within west Cornwall, some members also being 

important mineralogists and horticulturalists. The wealth and success of the family was expressed not only within the substantial embellished country house 

at the heart of the estate, but also by the gardens and wooded parkland which surround it, much of this laid out with a collection of exotic trees. Clowance 

suffered a significant decline during the 20th century, though the house survives with the surrounding estate now siting timeshare cottages, a golf course 

and other leisure facilities. Trevarno, the third great house lies at the east of the Area. Since its establishment following the Conquest, the estate was 

occupied by many of the great families of Cornwall, including the Killigrews, Carminows, Courtenays and Arundells. During the earlier part of the 19th 

century, the estate was acquired by the Wallis family (later WallisPophams), significant mining entrepreneurs, but passed to William Bickford-Smith, 

grandson of the inventor of the safety fuse, in the early 1870s. Having been the seat of some of Cornwall’s most significant entrepreneurs it is unsurprising 

that the estate possessed some of the foremost gardens and parkland to be found anywhere in the Site. Although deterioration forced the remodelling of 

the house during the 1980s the gardens have now been extensively restored.  

  

Within this Area the OUV of the Site is generally expressed in a low-key fashion, its settlements being small-scale and locally-focused, though there are 

unexpected discoveries to be made, and a number of viewpoints which give extensive views over the surrounding landscape, in particular from Godolphin 

and Tregonning Hills. The satellite Area of Trewavas and Wheal Prosper to the south (Area A3ii) possesses some of the most strikingly-sited engine 

houses to be found anywhere within the Site. Few of the surviving industrial structures have been conserved, the notable exceptions being the Leeds Shaft 

engine house at Great Work, the nearby Godolphin count house, and the three engine houses at Wheal Prosper and Wheal Trewavas respectively, the 

work on all four sites having been undertaken by the National Trust.  
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Cornish Identity 

In the 2011 Census 21.6% of the residents in the parish identified themselves as Cornish. This is amongst the 

highest levels of Cornish identifying residents in the parishes in Cornwall. 

Over all in Cornwall 13.7% of the resident population identified themselves as Cornish.  

In addition to the 73,269 Cornish in Cornwall a further 10,230 people resident in other parts of the country 

identified themselves as Cornish. 

Overall, at the time of the 2011 Census 83,499 people identified themselves as Cornish which represents 0.2% of 

the  population of England and Wales.   

 

 

 

 

Source: 2011 Census  

 

In the Household Survey (CCRC Report) conducted in 2017 48% (52 respondents) of the 109 respondents 

identified themselves as being Cornish.   

4. How do you describe your ethnic origin?  

Ethnicity  1. Survey Respondents  

2. St Hilary & St Erth Parishes   

(Local Insight Profile   

– Cornwall Council 2017)  

White British  20  18.5%  

95.4%  

2120  92.8  

White Cornish  52  48.1%  -  -  

Other British  31  28.7%  -  -  

Black Minority Ethnicity  -  -  85  3.7%  

White non-British  -  -  55  2.4%  

Mixed  1  0.9%  15  0.6%  

Asian  0  0.0%  10  0.4%  

Black  1  0.9%  0  0.0%  

Other ethnic group  3  2.8%  0  0.0%  

Total  108  100.00%  2285  100.00%  

Households with multiple 

ethnicities  
  40  

Source: Household Survey 2017 CCRC Report 

 

Census 2011 St Hilary Cornwall England & Wales

Identify as Cornish 177 21.6% 73,269       13.7% 83,499               0.2%

No Cornish Identity 644 78.4% 461,207     86.3% 55,531,206       99.8%

821 534,476     55,614,705       


